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Explosive Acid
Found Here is
Safely Destroyed

CHEMICALS — Members of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad (left) stand by
with spot lights as above demolition experts from the Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
Division of the Treasury Department place plastic explosives around containers of
chemicals taken from Murray High, Calloway County High and Murray State University.
The chemicals, including picric acid, were exploded Monday night in a landfill trench
located in the north section of the Murray City Landfill.
Staff Photos by Debbie "i Lee and Matt Sanders

Local Association Is In Holding Pattern

Eastern Tobacco Group Seeks Citation
SPRINGFIELD, Tenn. (AP) — A
contempt citation will be sought,
possibly today, to force a group of
dissident farmers from interfering with
the operations of the Eastern Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Association, a
spokesman said.
The action comes in response to
Monday's takeover of the association's
headquarters by a group of tobacco
farmers.
heir. Walker, a lawyer representing
the associatiOn's ousted board of
directors, said his clients will be
looking tot- ja.logal remedy. to •,..•.
the
situation.

Launched in part because of low
prices being offered dark-fired
producers for their leaf, a struggle for
control of the association, an arm of the
Commodity Credit Corp., began in
March. The dissidents, led by Wendell
Edwards, met in Hopkinsville, Ky., and
alleged misuse of association funds.
The group elected an ad hoc board of
directors and tried to gain control of the
association's assets. The regular board,
meanwhile, obtained a federal
restraining order and asked a judge to
settle the dispute.
But Edwards and about two dozen
farmers stormed Into the Office Mon-

day, and ordered out a half-dozen
employees.
Edwards acknowleged that the
seizure might be a violation of the
federal restraining order, but he said
the action was necessary to prevent
what be called abuses of the
association's finances.
'This is going to be a wait-and-see
proposition," Edwards said. "It's kind
of a safeguard situation we're in now."
Edwards, who calls himself the
rightful president of the association,
said he and his group will take films
guarding the office around the Stotk
"until -some proper -authority takes

YOUNG DEMOCRATS SPEAKERS — Several local candidates campaigning for election in the May primary spoke
to the Calloway County Young Democrats at the organization's dinner meeting Monday night. The candidates included the three hopefuls for first District State Representative and five candidates for the Murray Common Council:Randy Lovett, YD president, introduced the speakers. Candidates who attended and the offices they are vying
for are, left to right, Marshall Jones, council; Hardiman Nix, council; Dr. C C Lowry, council; Mary Jane Littleton
representative; Bill Phillips, representative; Helen Spann, council; Howard Koenen, council; and Freed Curd,
representative.
Staff Photo BY Debbie PSIlee

control of the situation — the FBI, the
T131, Commodity Credit Corp., or
somebody that can properly take an
audit."
Edwards said that while he is in
control, no money will be touched and
no business conducted.
",We are in no way attempting to
perform any further acts," he said.
Speaking for the association's board
of directors, Walker told a reporter
Monday that the restraining order does
several things, including prohibiting
the dissidents from corning into the
office to Interfere with bu,siness
operations. . .
"We'll be filing a petition in the
federal district court that issued the
restraining order," he said.
The association will seek a contempt
citation, Walker said. •
Meanwhile, a similar attempt by a
group of dissastified growers in the
Jackson Purchase to take control of the
Western Dark-Fired Tobacco Growers
Association headquartered in Murray
appears to be in a holding pattern.
The growers, complaining of low
selling prices for their crop this year,
met in Mayfield in February and
claimed to have elected their own officers to nn the association. A
restraining order obtained in Calloway
County Circuit Court thwarted their
attempt to take control of the local
office and oust general manager
Holmes Ellis a few days later.
The only new developments since
that controversy, according to Ellis,
has been the filing of a response to the
association's restraining order by .the
dissidents. In that response, the
producers maintained that they were
the legally-elected officers of the
association, but did not request a court
hearing on their allegations, according
to res.rts.

A demolition team from the Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms Division of the
Treasury Department used plastic
explosives to detonate several
chemicals from the chemistry
departments Murray High School,
Calloway County High School and
Murray State University Monday night
at the Murray City Landfill.
The incident arose after a Murray
High chemistry teacher, Lloyd Hasty,
read an Associated Press story concerning a nationwide warning of picric
acid in the crystaline form.
The article said that demolition
experts in 16 states had begun to
destroy the chemical if it had aged.
Hasty showed the article to school
principal Roy Weatherly. After searching the chemistry laboratory, picric
acid was discovered. Weatherly said he
called Murray Fire Chief Jackie
Cooper, who made positive identification of the chemical.
Weatherly added that Cooper contacted state officials in Frankfort about
the discovery. After more picric acid
was discovered at Murray State, the
demolition team, from Evansville was
summoned.
According to the AP story, picric acid
was developed in the late 18th century
as a yellow dye. It was used by the
military in World War II as its primary
explosive, according to reports given
by Robert Dexter, chief of the explosives branch of the U.S. Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. After a
seriesof explosions later blamed on the
chemical, picric acid was replaced by
TNT.
Phil Owens, Murray fire inspector,
said the quantity of picric acid found in
the chemistry departments totaled one
pound, a half-pound at each school, and
was in the crystaline form.
A spokesman for the demolition team
said that the chemical is very unstable
and highly volatile in this stage, on the
same range as nitro-glycerin. Owens
said that the pound of picric acid found
had the explosive power of two pounds
of TNT. s The picric acid was older than any of
the current Murray High faculty and
age was not determined, Owens said.
However, he added that the chemical
was stored in a glass container with a
cork top, a storage method that has not
been used for almost 15 years.
According to reports, benzo peroxide,
n-butyllithium and several unmarked
containers were also detonated. The
unmarked containers were removed
from Calloway County High as a
precautionary measure, Owens said.
He added that those chemicals also
were older than any of the current
CCHS faculty.
Eddie Clark, Hazardous Materials
Division_ of the State Fire Marshal's
Office that serves 11 Kentucky counties, stated that the n-butyllithium was
at least 10 years old and he added that it
becomes very unstable when it gets old

The chemical is in liquid form. and
has to be refrigerated, Clark added
Owens said that the chemical could be
ignited by moisture in the air and that it
burns rapidly. He added that its container was partially ruptured.
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad, Murray City Police, State Fire
Marshal's Office, Murray Fire
Department and Murray Mayor Melvin
B. Henley were at the scene.
The chemicals were stored in wellpadded packages and transported in a
dump truck filled with sand and sandbags, Owens stated. A caravan of
police, fire and rescue vehicles traveled
Highway 121 to get to the landfill.
The chemicals were placed in a
landfill trench that had been dug 25 feet
deep. A demolition official placed the
explosives with the chemicals and set a
fuse for about five minutes. There were
three separate explosions.
Owens said that a five percent
solution of picric acid is used at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
testing purposes. He added that the five
percent solution is not dangerous.
According to a spokesman at the
Owensboro-Daviess County Hospital,
two or three pounds of picric acid was
found there.

Dumping Of Clothes
Could Lead To Arrest
A Salvation Army collection box is no
longer located on Chestnut Street by
Murray Home and Auto and persons
who dump clothes at the location will be
subject to arrest, according to Pass
Jerry Lee, Murray police-chief.
Lee added that persons could be
charged with criminal littering, a Class B misdemeanor, if they are caught
dumping on the spot.
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sunny and
mild
Mostly sunny and mild today
with highs in the upper 60s to low
70s. Partly cloudy tonight with
lows in the low 50s. Increasing
cloudiness Wednesday with a
good chance of showers late in
the day. Highs in the mid to upper
70s.

Hurt Named Hospital Board Chairman
Harold Hurt, a local attorney, was
voted chairman of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Board and
assumed his new post in Monday
night's regular meeting.
Hurt replaces Martha Broach, whose
term ended. John Youngerman was
appointed vice chairman while Murray
Mayor Melvin B. Henley was named
secretary-treasurer.
Louise Swann, representing the
Murray Women's Club, was appointed
as a new member to the board. Also,
Jim Garrison and Stanford Andrus
were reappointed.
Board members reviewed the
progress of the Phase 2 building plan.
Members reported that the weather has
caused a slowdown in work. However,
the Medical Arts building has been
completed and all occupants have been
moved in, according to Stuart Poston,
hospital administrator.
-1Sartlett, Murray State
University planner, volunteered his
lanibrape t services
hospital and the medical arts building.
Poston added that the proposed
budget and rate Increases were approved and went into effect April 1.
The new visitor policy, from 10:30
a.m. to 8:30 p.m., went into effect April
:also.

Four doctors have stated intentions of
coming to Murray to practice, Poston
said. He added that those additions will
make 12 new doctors in the, last two
years to come to Murray.
The hospital board will hold its annual meeting with the Murray Fiscal

Court and the Murray Common Council
June 19 at the hospital. The agenda will
Include a review of the hospital
statistics and, a tour of thei facility.
The board will hold an awards
banquet May 8 at Beshear Gymnasium
where 136 employees will be honored

Twelve Persons Bound
Over To May Grand Jury
Twelve persons arrested in April on
various felony drug charges were
bound over to the May Calloway County
Circuit Court Grand Jury during
proceedings in District Court Monday.
Kentucky -State Police Detective
Donald M. Hugh, an undercover
narcotics agent, testified at the
hearings
Those bound over and the charges
against them include: Mark T Sisk,
Box 4872, Thog.t..!`!_-."iiiiialurray State
University, trafficking in LSD; J. D.
Borders, Benton, trafficking in
preludin; Lindy Lee Ceti. Jr., Murray,
trafficking in PCP; Ricky Dale Nance,
Route 8, Murray, trafficking in [SD;
Jane D. Buckles, 1001
/
2 N. 13th, Apartment B, Murray, trafficking

quaalude; Zack T. Isaacs, 19 ,rogan
Trailer Court, Murray, traffick;ng
cocaine.
James Stephen Meadows, 73'
Fairlane, Murray, trafficking in PCP
Ann M. Leinenbach, 1608 Miller
Murray, two counts of trafficking, in
cocaine; Phillip R. Stephens, Route I.
Clinton; trafficking in LSI).
.
•
licking in methaquaintwi..itlargie
NATIONAL HONOR SOCITTY InttitiCfEES --Twenty-three Murray High School seniors were ind
- ucted:thisinorVincent, 100 S. 13th St., Apartment 5.
. fling .during an assembly into? the National Flom* Society. One senior, Francie Outland,-was inducted into NHS in
Murray,trafficking inrocaine;
:1977 while :he was attending MattheikLHigh School in Ma/hews, Mo. Harold Hurt, local attorney who was a 11438
S. Waycaster, 60 Shady Oaks Tra r
MHS graduate and a member Nike1alànat ftfortor Socklr,s4*-‘41147enship. Pam inductees of haiS pinned the
Court, Murray, trafficking in cocaine.
. new members. Qualities necessary for induction into the Nation,41 Honor Society are scholarship, leadership
Mitchell J. Nelson, 124 Franklin galls
character and service. Members are, front row, left to right, are Ion Alexander. Karen Bailey, Sharon Blodgett, John
MSU, trafficking in cocaine.
Denham, Duane Dycus, Harry Fannin, Debbie Geurin. Second row, leftto right, Keane Gregory, Rhysa Griffith, Debi
The grand jury will convene Monds
Henry,'ferry Kelly, Jeff Kursave, eria Lovett, Dana Mansfield, TraEiY Nall. Third row, left to rigift, Francie Outland,
May 7, and return its findings ThurStacy Overbey, MikePitts, Terry Smith, Brad Aaylor, laina Washer,Laura Watkins, Pat Whitlow and Mark Yorg.
sday, May 10.
Staff Photo eV Der bie NI. lee
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HEALTH

Miss Teresa Long Is Wed
To Mr. McCuiston Here

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

Enlarged prostate?

FOR WEDNESDAY,MAY 2, 1979
. Miss Teresa Long, daughter
What kind of day will., optmustic about career gains. of Mr. and Mrs. Don H. Long
of Murray, was married to
tomorrow be? To find out what SAGITTARIUS
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
Roger McCuiston, son of Mr.
the stars say, read the t Nov.
have a problem which is no
to Dec. 21) )(wirkl
)
forecast given for your birth
doubt shared by many othDespite the scepticism of a and Mrs. W. B. McCuiston,
ers my age and I'd be interSign.
friend, you should have a also of Murray, in a winter
ested in some conunents on
pleasant evening with a ceremony at the t'oles Camp
the subject. My problem is
ARIES
romantic interest. Expect Ground United Methodist
slow, pressureless urinating.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)1199
1
:
4 good news from a distance. Church.
which has developed over
You may find your words CAPRICORN
The Rev. Fred French ofthe past few years and it
twisted by another. Later, act (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
seems to get slower and
ficiated at the double ring
on your hunches, and plan for
slower. No pain
A job-home conflict is in the ceremony read with the glow
just
annoying. Tee urine's clear.
aa..,..4.vening of good times•.__
1)14.A private talk with of candlelight..
I'm 70 years old and have a
TAURUS
a family member later goes
Bride's Dress little high blood pressure
Apr. 20 to May 20) ,
well. Financial prospects
The bride wore a wedding
and I take Diazide for that.
A co-worker may be improve by day's end.
DEAR READER - It
gown of white satin designed
somewhat prying. Don't let AQUARIUS
would help if you had signed
with a scooped neck and long
private worries affect job 1Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)"
your name or let me know
"
4 ,••
full sleeves. lace adorned the
performance. Family acwhether you are male or
Advisers may be critical, neck and sleeves and also was
female. It does - make a diftivities are joyful in the p.m. but friends and loved ones are
down the front of the floor
ference when you start talk• GEMINI
supportive. Enjoy their length
dress. She carried a
ing about your prot4etzi. I'm
(May 21 to June 20)
company and plan something
going to assume that you're
bridal bouquet.
A close ally may help you special for later.
a male and have a prostate
.
Mrs.
Jeannie
Garrison
was
rectify a difficult situation PISCES
gland.
the bride's only attendant. She
with a friend. Good news lifts ( Feb. 19 to Mar. 420)
The prostate gland entirwore
multi-colored
a
blue
your spirits later. Let others
cies the urethral tube that
Resist
someone's
know of your happiness.
drains the bladder. It's
questionable efforts to make dress.
somewhat like a donut and
CANCER
- Reception
you tap your savings. A better
the urethral tube goes
( June 21 to July 221 60 financial proposal comes
Following ay,ceremony the
your
through the hole in the
Don't rely on hearsay about way later. Initiate new
reception
was
at
held
the
work
donut. As- you get older, the
a potentially troublesome projects.
home of the groom's grandprostate gland_ either
situation at work. Get to the
YOU BORN TODAY are parents, Mr. and Mrs. Trellis
squeezes down or enlarges
heart of the matter. Later, imaginative and
in such a way as to create
sensitive. McCuiston.
capitalize on financial op- You have a gift/or writing
pressure on the urethral
The refreshment table was
and
portunity.
tube.
a good sense of what the public covered with a white cloth and
It is this obstruction that
LEO
wants. Poetry, fiction, music, centered with an arrangement
causes a man to have diffitJuly 23 to Aug. 22)j2IV'A and the stage provide
you of blue and white flowers. The
culty in urination. Ws---aSomeone with ulterior outlets for your creative
three tie-red wedding cake was
mechanical problem. The
motives may try to cause an imagination. In business,
stream starts slowly,it-often
you served along with punch, nuts,
argument, but if you sidestep are cooperative and do well in
gets very small and somemints.
the issue, you'll find a winning partnerships. Your sym- and
IleCuimori
11r. and lirs.
times it doesn't shut off
couple
The
later
left
for
a
solution later.
pathetic nature makes you a
Manufacturing Company. She graduate of Murray High completely. Most men who
have lived to 70 years of age
VIRGO
!troy\ fine physician. You want your short wedding trip and are is the granddaughter of Mr.
School and is now self em- have such a problem.
now residing on Murray Route
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) "r
share of the good things of life,
,and Mrs. Homer Long of ployed as a farmer. He is the
If you had given me your
Someone differs with you but at times can be lethargic. 2.
Decatur, Ala., and of Mrs. grandson of Mr. and Mrs. name and address I would
McCuiston
Mrs.
new
The
is
about a financial matter. Keep You have a talent for bringing
Louis Smith and the late Mr. Trellis McCuiston and of Mr. have sent you The Health
the peace, but go ahead with out the best in others. Bir- a 1976 graduate of Murray.
Letter number 1-6, Prostate
and Mrs. Johnnie Walker of Gland, which would explain
your idea at a more propitious thdate of: Bing Crosby, High School and is now em- Smith of Hartselle, Ala,
McCuiston
Mr.
1975
is
a
Murray.
Calloway
at
ployed
.
this subject more thoroughmoment.
singer; Dr. Benjamin Spock,
LIBRA
physician; and Lorenz Hart,
Sept. 23 to Oct 2214
__lyricist _
A_difference with a mate or
1 ./
close ally will work itself out
' GUESTS HERE
fjIf '
by day's end. Late night social
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 1.. Watt
activities should be especially
of Wheaton, Ill., have been the
rewarding.
RECENT GUESTS
SCORPIO
Five officials of Retired presided at the meeting and no adverse developments in guests of their sQn arid family,
Recent guests- of Mrs. Ola
m 45.,'
Oct. 23 TO Nov. 21) "v
Teachers
organizations welcomed the members and the changes. Travel plans, -Mr.'and Mrs, Larry A. Watt
Burkeen of Alino and Mrs.
If, work efforts are un- Susie Workman of Murray presented a "Workshop" guests. "This has been a great pharmacy rates and the and sons, Nance and Lyle,
dermined by an associate, were their son and daughter program at the annual break- year," he said. The mem- Andrus Foundation were Murray Route 6.'
_complete unfinished business respectively, Mr. and Mrs. J. fast of the Calloway Retired bership of the Calloway group discussed by the nationa4
after hours. The p.m. has you W. Burkeen, Nashville, Tenn. Teachers Association Monday is at an all time high of ap- board member.
The state organization was
morning, April 30, at the proximately 130.
Colonial House in Murray.
Dr. Sparks, president _explainfd by Ms'. Mason,
, WHEELER GIRL
The leaders and consultants emeritus of Murray State, stressing the importance of
May
Sanders, conducted . the -workshop selecting and voting for the
Mr-serid Mrs. Hal Wheeler of
MEM Mill
Wilmington, N.C., member of session" for the breakfast officers and board members. --Sedaha are the parents of a
the board of directors of meeting and introduced the Ms. Hicks brought greetings baby girl, Bethany Anne, born
NRTA: Martha Mason, Henry consultants. He will assume from the First District and on Friday, April 20, at the
County, representing the office of the presidency of the called attention to important Murray-Calloway County
KRTA;
Clara Hicks, Benton, Kentucky Retired Teachers meeting dates.
Hospital.
INCLUDES
--....liki,
,
Ms. Gillahan introduced the
president-elect of the First July 1, 1979.
^
Grandparents are Mr. and
.106111r..
- Salad Bar Potato
main speaker, May Sanders, Mrs. George Cook of Sedalia,
District Retired Teachers;
Ms.
i0111.&
-4
Sanders
explaried
the
Toastand rink'
Dolly Giliahan, Kentutky services available to mem- and also stressed the necessity Mrs. Rex .Mason of Far4
representative to NRTA; Dr. bers through the national of electing strong leaders mington Route 1, and Otis
11"ir".)xs•
Harry M. Sparks, president organization. She discussed from the First District to Wheeler of Boydsville.
•1
..*'
'•
efi
elect of KRTA and First the changes that will take represent the area in ad,
District representative.
•
4.4
place in certain insurance ministering the retirement
ELASTIC AID
- 4. -- •
Dr. J. Matt Sparkman, affiliations, and assured the program.
Elastic stockings might help
Edward Curd gave the inpresident of Calloway RTA, members that there would be
if you're active
vocation, and dues were some :
collected by Treasurer Thyra athletically and have varicose
veins.
Crawford.
Bel-Air Center

Lawrence E.Limb,M.D.
ly. Readers who want this
issue can send SO cents with
a long, stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
The only way to find out
whether the prostate gland
is enlarged enough to cause
you trouble is to have a good
medical examination. If
that's happened and there's
too much obstruction, you
can have an operation for it.
Whether you should or
should not depends entirely
on how much obstruction'
has developed and that can
be determined only by
.
Most
DEAR DR. LAMB
of us nowadays have our
television in the bedroom.
What is the best position to
assume for the back and legs
while watching the tube in
bed?
DEAR READER --- Use
whatever position is most
comfortable for you. The
body gets used to your habits. You might like to have a
little pillow beneath" the

r

,

Miss Deborah Teague, bride
elect of Jerry Lassiter, has
been honored with four events
recently.
The first was a bridal
shower held Thursday, March
29, at seven p.m. at the Cole's
Camp
Ground
United
Methodist Church. The
hostesses for this event were
members of the United
Methodist Women of the
Cole's Camp Ground Church.
A surprise bridal party was
held in honor of Miss Teague
on Tuesday, April 17, at the
Bank of Murray.. Employees
of the downtown branch of the
bank, where the honoree is

.8&a:44.
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Senior Citizens

1,WOMAN
0

The menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly at the
Douglas Community Center
for this week, Monday through
Friday. have been released.
These are also the menus for
the "Meals On Wheels"
program here.
'Any senior citizen desiring
to eat at the center but who
does not have a ride, may call
753-8938 between 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. It is necessary for persons to call a day in advance
for reservations for the luncheon, according to Wilma
Wilson, site manager.
This week's menus are as
follows:
Monday-beef stew, brussel
sprouts, peach and cottage

cheese, hot roll, butter.
banana,and milk. Tuesday-meat loaf, grecibeans, tossed salad, hot roll.
butter, peaches, chocolat
..chip squares, and milk
Wednesday-fried chicken!,
creamed potatoes, ,turnip
greens, corn bread, butter,
orange, peanut butter and
banana
on
graham
crackers,and milk.
Thursday-Kentucky
R.'
Brown, baked potato, gre..:.
beans, hot roll. butte.
carrifruit salad, and milk
Friday--turkey
dressing, broccoli
cheese, carrots, hot
butter, pineapple upside' cake, and milk.

none,
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9:10
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A bridal' tea was held on -Sunday, April 22, from 2 to 4
p.m. at the Bank of Marshall
County in Benton. Hostesses.
for this event were Mrs. PatsyBeasley, Mrs. Joyce Harp'and
Mrs. June Parker.
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A coffee was held Saturday,
April 21, from ten a.m. to'
noon, at the home of Mrs. Joe
Thurman, on Dogwood Drive
in Murray. The hostesses for
the event were Mrs. Cook
Sanders, Mrs. Earl DOuglass,
and Mrs. Joe Thurman.
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small of your back and a
little pillow underneath your
knees so that the knees can
be flexed. That way you give
some additional support to
the small of the back and at
the same time make the
knees a little more comfortable. Of course, you'll probably want to be propped up
properly so you don't have to
crane your neck out of posios .
chaTYw
o watch
tioNnotw
ered your
question because you asked
rue but I'd like to tell you
that I'm not very fond of the
habit of lying around Watching television. A lot of our
ails today are because the
body is not used enough
Bedrest can actually be
harmful to your health. If
you're too inactive, it can
result in washing out water
from your body, particutarly
the legs, which gives you a
tendency to be faint when
you stand up. You develop a
form of fatigue and stAleness that's associated with
inactivity. Also lying prone
in such positions for long
periods of time results in
mobilizing too much calcium out of the tipnes.-

Miss Deborah TeagueFeted, Bridal Event*

Breakfast Workshop Held By
Calloway Teachers Monday
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Tibbs-Hutchinson
Wedding Planned

coo COMMUNITY
CAT ENDAR
Tuesday, May 1
Murray Optimist- Club will
meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston
Tea Party.
Registration for the Red
Cross Summer Learn to
Swinun program will be from
8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and from
12:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the lobby,
Calloway County Court House.
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Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly will meet at 7
p.m. at the Health Center.

Wednesday,May
Mission groups of Cherry
Corner Baptist Church are
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the church.

Thursday, May 3
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center.

Baptist Church
Flint
Mission Groups are scheduled
to meet at the church at 7 p.m.

Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. Foi information call 753-0929.

Thursday, May 3
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall.
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Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
salad supper at 6:30 p.m. at
the club house.
Groups af -First Baptist
met as
.Church Womeii
• /OM**: -Dorotek.atitp Mrs. G.
M. Knight at 10:30 a.m., and
• Bea Walker...with mR James
ftogeFsat 7:30 p,m.. •

be
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Garden Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
have a salad luncheon at 12
noon at the club house. Tours
of the gardens of Dr. and Mrs.
Richard R. Cunningham and
Mr. and Mrs. Merlin. Washer
will be made.

r
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Organizational meeting of
Doll Collectors in the area will
• ..."-Adies-Etercise Cleft,First
held at the Calloway
t:• Baptist -Church; Ruth Ann be
County Public Library at 1
IdOok, leader, Avill be at 7".7 p.m. For information persons
• in the iecreational area,. may call 489-2174.
•
Departrhent,
North Calloway Elementary
aitT“t1D11, will have p - School Parent-Teacher Club
' will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Chinese Auction and •:pothleit.
dinner at 6:30 p.m. althe Kith school. New officers will be
installed.
_

N.,

",-Try-Outkfor The Tamin*
„of the Shrew" will be held at
the gallows). Minty Public
Eibrau 44-- 7. p.m. For in•
formation call 759-1752.

rday,
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_Ord4rf4Pf Ule,inbow for Girls
WiOneet at 7 p.m, ,;ak the
,
Masonic itialk

w- Free showing of the film,
"PNtrait'of A Nurse," will be
shown at the Nursing
Miirrily State
University,it.m.
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The Hazel Woman's club
met Thursday, April 19, at the
Hazel Community Center with
the devotional being given by
Mrs. Joe Thompson."
The guest speaker, Clara M.

WeihsesdaY;May 2
Sit'Baby Sitting Coop
will have iclothing and toy
swap, at the Ctiromunity
Room, North Branch, Peoples
Bank, frorril to 9 cs.nr;- This is
open to members only and
note Change9f

Ladies dr" golf will be at
9:30 a.m. at the Murray
Country MO with Eleanor
9.ugtini as hostes,s..

,

Hazel Community Center
wiU open at 11 a.m. for activitie0y the Murray. Senior
Citizens with tilneh served at
11:45 a.m.
„.

,
(;oshen. -r'United Methodist
- f7hurch Women are scheduled
'
to meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.

Golden Age Club To
Combine Meet With
Group At Church
The Golden Age Club will
combine their May meeting by
attending Fellowship Day,
sponsored by Church Women
United, at the Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church on
Friday, May 4. The church is
located on Highway 121, south

--.4,8111111

marray:_

Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees is scheduled
to meet at 5:30 p.m.
Friday, May 4
Church Women United will
have its May Fellowship Day
at the Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church, Highway
121 South, at 10 a.m. with
Ragsdale, Social
Cindy
Worker, as speaker. A potluck
lunch will be served.
Golden Age Club will meet
at the Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church for the
United
Women
Church
program and potluek luncheon.

Hazel Club Hears
Miss Eagle Speak

Adijit Bible Study: Group of
first . Presbyterian Church
will meet in the church parlor
at 7:30 p.m.

Senior.
Citizens

Hazel Community Center
will open at 11 am. for activities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens. Lunch will be served
-- at 11:45 a.m. --

,

A business meeting was held
with Mrs. Max Parks
presiding. The minutes and
roll call were by Mrs. Hughes
Bennett, and the treasurer's
report was by Mrs. James
Latimer.
Plans were discussed for the
Club's annual Senior Citizen's
Luncheon scheduled for May
19, at the Hazel Community
Center.'
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Tommy Story and
Mrs. Tommy Paschall,
hostesses. Other members
present, not already mentioned, were Mrs. Lal Elliott,
Mrs. Gerald Ray, Mrs.
Charles Storey, Mrs. Wayne
Wesson, and Mrs. Harold
Wilkinson.

Teague-Lassiter Vows To Be Read Saturday

(
I it Interest To

Miss Phyllis Tibb.s
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss
Phyllis Tibbs to Dan 'Hutchinson, son of Mrs. Rosemary
Hutchinson of Chicago, Ill., has been announced by her
parents, Mrs. Martha Tibbs and Phillip Tibbs of Murray.
Miss Tibbs is a 1976 graduate of Murray High School and
attended Murray State University. She is now employed at
Murray High School.
Mr. Hutchinson is a senior majoring in law enforcement at
Murray State University where he was a member of the
varsity football squad.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 2, at 3
p.m. at St. .Leo's Catholic Church. A receptioo will follow at
the home of Mrs. Janice Austin.
Only out of town invitations will be sent, and all friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

Mrs. Hosick
peaks At
_
--107,4tun Meet
Outland,

Tennessee
president, will have a brief
business meeting following
luncheon
potluck
the
scheduled for 11:30 a.m. The
nominating committee will
present the slate of officers to
be installed at the June
meeting. Serving' on the
committee are Artis Fuqua,
Gussie Adams and Billie
Marose.
Members are requested to
meet at the church grounds at
9:30 a.m. to join in the church
program which is scheduled
for 10 a.m.

GOOD PRACTICE
It's a good practice to flush
all drains with lots of hot
water after every use. This
helps keep them free of grease
and keeps clean water in the Sshaped pipe under the sink. To
clear sluggish drains, try
pouring a quart of hot, soapy
water down the drain,
followed by plenty of hot tap
water. If everything else fails,
use a "plumber's helper."

•
Fewer Children In Families
The Population Crisis
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
use of abortions is expected to ('ommittee's study estimated
grow in many countries as that at least 40 million and
families decide to have fewer perhaps as many as 55 million
children and more women legal and illegal abortions
enter their childbearing were performed or induced
years, a report by an in- last year. That works out to
ternational population study about one in four pregnancies
ending in abortion last year.
gro*)says.
"In most parts of the world,
The- report also predicted
women would continue to turn the incidence of abortion is
to abortions because of a lack expected to grow as a result of
of alternative family planning wider preference for smaller
measures.

Plans have been completed
for the wedding of Miss
Deborah Sue Teague and
Jerry Lee Lassiter. Miss
Teague is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. L. Teague of
Kirksey Route One and Mr.
Lassiter is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Lassiter of
Murray.

families, lack of alternative
fanny planning services and
an increase in the number of
women of childbearing age,"
the privately financed group
said in the report released
Sunday.
FUR KEEPING
Put your furs away for the
summer, but don't spray them
with chemical concoctions to
combat moths.

k-7

Mrt. J. I. Hosick, former
teacher of the Lydian Sunday
School Class of the' First
Baptist Church, brought,the
devotional thoughts at-- file
spring meeting of the class
held April 16 at the Fellowship
Hall of the church.
The devotional speaker used
The lineups for the play by
Psalm 23 for her comments.
She said one could use this as Group C of the Ladies Tennis
God's help in time of need,and at the Murray Country Club on
prescribed reading it often Thursday, May 3, at 9:30 a.m.
and slowly, meditating on have been released as follows:
each phrase to gain a new
Court One- Marilyn Adkins
insight to the familiar verse.
and Carol Hibbard, Pam Scott
Mrs. Edgar Pride, class and Sheila Grogan.
Court Two-Sandy Brannon •
teacher, gave the invocation,
and Mrs. Grogan Roberts, and Sandy Coleman, Janie
Ryan and Mug Rigsby.
class president, presided.
Court Three-Nancy FanRefreshments were served
drich and Ann Haney, Betty
folloiving the program.
Others attending were Buckingham and Vicki Miller.
_Court Four-Frances Hulse
Mesdames Orvis Hendrick, R.
E. Thurman, R. L. Ward, and Beverly Spann.
Noble Story, Huron Redden,
Clifford Smith, Coy Andrus,
Lee W. Fox, Stanford Andrus,
W. C. Rowlett, Cross Spann,
AT WASHINGTON
Roy Vaughan, Wilburn Farris,
Lowell A. (Tony) Forres,
Hunter Love, Eddie Roberts,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Carney Andrus, Novella
Forres, Hazel, remains a
Morgan, Leone Travis, Sylvia
patient at the St. Elizabeth
Dodd, and Louise Swann,
Hospital; Building B, -2618
members, and Mrs. Frances
Martin Luther King, . Jr.,
_Lee Young, visitor.
Avenue, Washington, D. C.
20032. He especially enjoys
A kangaroo's heavy tail receiving cards and letters
bends at the -end like a from his friends and relatives
boomerang and acts as a here.
counterbalance when the
animal is on the run. While the
STEAM ON
kangaroo is at a standstill, its
One minute to begin with in
tail serves as a sort of stool, a steam room is advisable.
according to the National From then on, gradually work
Geographic.
up to no more than five.

Lineups For Ladies
Tennis C Are Given

PLAN TO ATTEND ProgressiveFanner.
Clara M.Eagle
-Guest Speaker
Eagle, retired chairman of the
Murray State University Art
Department, was introduced
by Mrs. Tommy Story.
Ms. Eagle spoke to the club
on art of many forms and
displayed some of her jewelry.
She demonstrated the making
of a sterling silver necklace,
which she later presented as a
doorprize with Mrs. Steve
Knott as the winner.

SOUTHERN KITCHENS
COOKING
SCHOOL

"peat-AU*.
By Abigail Van Buren

Husband Vetoes
Her. Franchise

DEAR-ABBY: My husband won't let me register to vote.
He,says I might have to spend a month locked up in a motei
with other members of a jury and no way will he allow that!
I realize that the chances of this happening are remote,
HAVE A
but I suppose it could happen. I run a business at home and
have a 4-year-old child to take care of, so I probalsily could-he
excused from jury duty anyway.
Our marriage has enough_ problems without ite44w
another one, so I've abided by his wishes, but I'd really
LET THEM HAVE A
.-to-yote-in-the next election because so many importar.•
, gr••• bederener end the reel of the family too,
The gre•lest oftf you ci.
issues are coming up.
S on end to this eerlots• probiwth end the•• no thleterk• bedwetting Is
Should I go behind my husband's back and register':
problems
Met
•
last
chotogluil
prey
serious It can conies cornpl•cated
WANTS TO VW
lifetime Its so needless ber-euee bedwetting, when not ceuee0 by oqmonic

Tuesday, May 22nd
1:00 P.M.
Murray State
Lovett Auditorium
* FREE ADMISSION *

BEDWETTER?
DRY BED

Jetect or 01••••• can D.ended Send tor our tree brochure "Ilwtwetting
Whet It. All About end Hole To End tr •report by two medical doctors
No °bfig°°°"

"Equally

Effective for Adults"

Mall to PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL, LTD.
311 First Street Nekoosa WI 54457
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PARENTS NAME

V
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The wedding will be held
Saturda), May 5, at 2 p.m. at
the Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church. The
Rev. Fred French will perform the ceremony and Mrs.
Otto Erwin will provide the
music.
Miss league's only attendant will be Mrs. David
Brandon. Donnie Williams
will serve as best man for Mr.
Lassiter. Serving as ushers
will be Bill Beasley and Paul
Harp, both brothers-in-lawn of
the bride.
A reception-will - be -field 7
the church following the
wedding ceremony.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend both. the
-- wedding and reception,

STATE

PHONE
Paoli( Intern•tionel 11cf 1970

ZIP
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(Ages • 501

WE HELP SOME DOCTORS CHILDREN

Bridal Registry For
Decorative Accessories
No_w_Available At

Pier 1 imports
-.•.• Pier 1 will keep a list of decorative accessories personally selected by the
bride-to-be
Free Gift for the Bride from Pier 1.
Perfect 8 easy way to select 8 receive
unique shower gifts
"Br'ides- To -Be- --- .Come in and select
decorative accessories for your first
home

Pier 1impt2Ito
Bel-Air Center
753-1851

HOURS
10-6 M-F
105 Sat

DEAR WANTSt No. Register in front of his face. And
don't worry about being stuck with jury duty. If you hve
legitimate reasons for being excused, you will be.
The right to vote is not only a privilege, it's the respon
sibility of every citizen who wants a voice in how his countr,
should be run -and by whom. By choosing not to vote, you
forfeit your right to criticize your government's policies and
its elected officials. Edmund Burke said, "The only thing
that is necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to
do nothing." I'm with Edmund.
DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a gentleman wh.,.e:•
a lady win in a game of sports or cards?
i Lti)'h:
' tha
'
DEAR GILDA: If a gentleman lets a lady KNOW'G
has let her win, he's either a bad actor or he's no gentleman,
DEAR ABBY: I've been widowed for six years and ha''
two children,8 and 10. For two years I've been living Nlth
man who lights up my life. My children adore him 1111
think we're marriedl, and we're a very happy famil
though it's not legal.
My bye-in-friend and I bought -a house together-kw
and Mrs.-I and we share all the household expenses.
A lot of people think we're married. We just never
about our relationship. II am "Mrs.- on the mailbox, and No
have "Mr. and Mrs." charge accounts. etc.I
I was recently left $100,000 by a relative. Ever sinco r.
friend heard about it he has been planning on how •'we,
spend it.(He wants to buy a boat.I
I would like to put it in trust for my children. What.]
to know, Abby, is this: What will happen to my children - 41
should die'? He is not their real father, and he hasn't plopl,
them. And what will happen to ME if HE should dii
sure he's made no provisions for me in his will.
NEEDS Air\
•
„ DEAR NEEDS. Both you and your live-in friend s hould
see a lawyer and have these questions an'iwerficl immediate.
ly. Don't put Wolf, don't assume any thing and take nothing
^o-fir feasted! Take your legal questions 'to a lawyer and PO
him for what he knows. It's the best investment you
make.
If you put off writing letters because you don't know what
to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters for all
Occasions." Seed 81 and a loss, stamped (28 cents), sell
addressed envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beveri,
Hills, Calif. 9021g.
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Plenty Of Fun ...
And Prises For Everyone!

Free Gift Bags For All
RKIPES!
Co-Sponsored By
PRIZES!
ENTER'TAINING
IDEAS!

Wray Ledger & Times
And
Murray Area Merchants
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The Senate

The II. S. Senate, apparently
'riding so higkon a wave of sen=
tiiiient that iteepidn't see the
ground on which'the nation's
govei-nment stands, -3,:tted last
week to restore -the -"right of
voluntaryprayer"
e pu
schools.
,-School prayer is a highly
4motional issue. Quite aside
•
that, however, there is an
Underlying and more important
is,sue in what the Senate has
tione. If this proposal became
law, it would have a potentially
disastrous effect on the
separation of power between
the judicial and legislative
branches.
It probably won't pass, but
the implications need to be cons'idered anyway. The 47
senators who voted for it, in
particular, should be locked in
a small, dark room with the
mischief they would loose into
the American constitutional
system.
The proposal was approved
as an amendment to an administration bill to establish a
new Cabinet-level department
of education. It would
specifically deny the Supreme
Court jurisdiction to act on any
state law or regulation relating
to voluntary school prayer.
In 1963, the court ruled that
prayers and Bible reading in
the schools violated the
"establishment of religion"
clause of the First Amendment
to the Constitution.
Does Congress have the
authority to void a Supreme
aitirt tilling by 'restricting its
jurisdiction? Can Congress
limit what the Supreme Court
can rule on when questions of
constititional interpretation are
involved? We don't think so.
But what if it could? What if the
senators who vOted for the
amendment were able to countermand the Supreme Court,
regardless of what the Constitution or prevjous rulings of
the court may or may not say?
The implications aren't too
difficult to imagine. Every time

Low Down
Joe( rump

•

,
,
.

that Congress:a faction within
Congress,the administration or
any significant lobby was
dissatisfied with a ruling of the
court, a potentially divisive
move would be mounted to
have the ruling voided by
congressional act. The court's
independence and aut
authority
would be crippled.
Sen. Jesse Helms ( R-N.C.),
who sponsored the prayer
amendment, argued that the
court had taken a "myopic and
narrow view of the 'history of
the Constitution" in its prayer
decisions. But nothing could be
more myopic or narro
w than
.
the votes of Helms and the 46
other amendment supporters.
Commercial Appeal

-

Thoughts
In Season

By Ken Wolf
In the first section of his famous
Utopia .1 1517 ), the great English
statesman and scholar Thomas More
l478-1535, argues the question of
whether or not an intellectual should
become an advisor to a powerful ruler.
Responding to More's suggestion that
scholars should be willing to give advice to princes, the other main
character in the conversation
disagrees. Princes are more interested
it wars and conquest than in ways to
make their kingdoms peaceful and
productive. They are also surrounded
by flatterers who:
accept and even applaud the most
absurd statements of men whose
favor they seek for the sake of
standing well within the prince.
More's protagonist goes on to argue
that it is "natural that each man should
flatter himself by thinking his own
-opinions best":
Now ina court-made up of those
who envy all others and admire
only themselves, if a man should
, propose something that he had
read in history or observed in his
travels, the other councillors would
fear that their wholereputation for
wisdom was in danger, and that
they would be regarded as plain
fools unless they could show his
suggestion was weak and defective.
it is interesting that More found
himself in that very position some
fifteen -years- later when he opposed
Henry VIII's break with the Roman
Church — and was beheaded for his
opposition.
•
FROM THE

Congressional
Record

Swing-Bed
Program Needed

Looking Back
JoI ears Ago

*•-•

Miss Pam Lassiter, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James D. lassiter, Murray
Route 4, freshman at Murray State
niversity, is t Ledger & Times Miss
Spring of 1969.
Ronnie Ragsdale,sseolorf Mr. and Mrs.
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FILL .11" UP

"

Garrott,s-Galley

Copitry NEWS Sorvice

‘1... Garrott

Dumb,Dead Duck
. Just Isn tloker's Cup Of Tea

Fit

.40
4.-- .

Fetchmg
e Some

•
Apparently, there are as many
stories about dogs as there are aboit
fish caught. I flushed a covey of them
with my recent story of Archie Simmons' Old Jack and how he fetched a
lighted stick of dynamite only to take
his place in eternity when it went off in
his mouth.
One of the best to come to my attention is the story Danny Roberts tells
about his $400, pedigreed, Golden
Retrievers Joker. Joker gets his name
from the way he curls back his lips,
baring his teeth. It makes him look like
he's laughing.
Joker is 31-2 years old, and Danny
bought him some two years ago from
Lodi Kennels in Paducah. He got him as.
sort of a Christmas present for his wife,
Martha, his daughter. Danette, and for
himself. They had wanted another dog
to replace one someone had poisoned,
and Danny figured hg would just kill
two birds with one stone.
He'd jest . get a 'real, proven,
pedigreed viiiiking dog — one with
which he could hunt as well as one
which would also make a loveable' pet
for Martha and .Danette. After all, he
figured, he had never had one -of thise
real, blue-blooded, high-priced, superduper hunting dogs.
-+--+At the Paducah kennel, Danny met
Joker for the first time. The 'kennel
operator assured him that the do w had
come from the same litter as. the
4-0-4-944-44-414-0-414-0-4-4-444-+

The Story Of

Golden Retriever that became such a
raced, yelping, off up the hill in the
famous White House pet of the Ford
opposite direction. First, he had never
family,
been exposed to such a blast as that
_ He also had many of the credentials
shotgun made, andi second, the first
of a champion.- He had won three field
shell ejected from its automatic
trials as a retriever. He had graduated
chamber struck him sharply just above
from obedien.ce school, minded
an eye!
beautifully and three times Danny and
That was it as far
Martha went to Paducah to watch the • cerned. He didn't wantas he was conany.part of that
kennel owner put him through his
real, honest-to-goodness hunting
paces.
business, and since that moment he has
• Fascinated, they watch as he eagerly
stubbornly lived up to that conviction —
found and retrieved singles, doubles
much to Danny's chagrin. Danny even
and even triples as the kennel owner
had to borrow- a neighbor's boat to
would fire a .22-calibre pistol and throw
retrieve his three ducks while Joker sat
dead birds in first one direction and
on his haunches and watched from the
then the other for him to fetch. He put
bank.
on quite a show and in doing so won the
hearts of Danny and Martha.
Joker went along on only one other
Forking over the $400 the fellow said
duck hunting trip after-that.
he would take for him, claiming he
Danny took him with him to Gillette,
"had that much in him," they brought
Ark., where he occasionally goes to
Joker to Murray and home. Danette,
shoot ducks with friends. This time, he
on, immediately fell in love with him.
had him out in a blind,surrounded with
+++
water, so he couldn't run off.
A few weeks later, Danny had the
This time, however, instead of
opportunity to-g6 -duck hunting, and
retrieving the downed ducks, Joker's excitedly took Joker along to retrieve
one venture into the water resulted in
whatever ducks he knocked down.
his nearly drowning trying to bring a
Crouching in some bushes beside a
decoy, which was anchored to the
lake and with Joker at his side, Danny
bottom, back into the boat! That was
didn't have long to wait. Soon in came
enough for Danny.
the ducks, and he blasted away at them
Since that day, Joker has been simply
with his shotgun, hitting three and down
a super-duper, $400 family pet, and
they plummeted into the water.,
that's the life he lives at the Roberts'
Instead of plunging into the water to
home at 1707 Olive Street. He rides
retrieve them, however, Joker had
happily in the family boat when they go
to the lake. He will eagerly plunge into,
the water and retrieve a discarded sun
—87
tan lotion bottle and proudly bring it
back to the boat.
At Danny's command of "Go!," he
will race into the yard and retrieve the
paper on a rainy evening, but to,
retrieve ducks amid the warlike roar of
a bunch of guns, no, sir! That's not
Joker's cup of tea.
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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1822-1976
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Progress was- in the air with cement Walks being constructed
in front of ,the homes of S. H. Dees and Capt. John N. Williams,
'
. also the store'front of II. P. Wear 1)rug Store. Town folks lamented
REPRESENTATIVE_ .BERKLEY
'The
swingbed
concept represents a
the prank at Murray High School when the clapper to the bell
=-,
•
BEDELL (Ioswa1 -"....trreate occasions
commonsense approach to the
was
thrown in the school house paid
the Federal Government devises a
problems of underutilized acute-care
"Y' Fools Day.
J' It was no
program that not only produces a
foolin
g but strictly. business with the opening of ,a third bank
'capacity and scarce long-term nursing
in
.significant social benefit, but saves
Murray, Farmers & Merchants Bank, on the southwest
facilities which often exist side by side '
corner
of
'money as well. An example is provided
in rural areas...
Main and 5th streets on the square. •
by the highly successful, reducing
.
"In the present Congress, swing-bed
J. F. Erwin- awl wife of Tobacco celebrated their
acute care costs, "swing-bed" program
58th wedding .
provisions are once again inbedded Ill
anniversary lid-April. The i2. v'ear old gentleman was
currently operating in Iowa and three
hospital cost containment legislation in
the last surother States.
viving county resident of Ifie Ylexica War. • Nfarcel
both the House and the Senate. In my
n
lus
Patterson,
"This experimental program, begun
a Confederate veteran, died at die Soldiers Home
view, we should not make the fate of
at
Pee
Wee
Valky
in 1913 and scheduled for termination
this useful and popillar program
in April.
early this year, has enabled hospitals in
dependent upon the prospects for
An exuberant citizen, of Kirkey notified potenti
rural areas to use empty beds for longal students to
'
passage of a cost-containment bill. I
the Calloway County Normal
term care patients thereby improving
believe it is essential that swing-bed
School in Kirksey that Riley Miller
and wife would head the
hospital efficiency and lowering costs.
legislation be considered independently
scliool and the cost was moderate:
No less importantly, the program has • so that it may command the
"Everybody come. Board will be
only $8 month with the 'best people
alleviated the severe shortage of skilled
widespread t upport it so justly
you ever ate and slept with."
The offer was a generous one! Murray
nursing facilities that exists in many
deserves...
High School was also in the news
nonurban areas.
with a two-day graduation exercises
"The result is more readily available
being
held in the Woodruff Opera . H,ouse afta—
"For these reasons, I am today incare for those who need it, and lower.
Concluding a suc--cessful school year on a'
trodbring legislation to make the
costs for the hospitals that provide it. In
budget (if $21,105 with $13,080 being
left
swing-bed program permanent and to
from the preceding year.
a time of rapidly increasing health care
extend it nationwide. (H.R. 3463.
costs, could we ask for anything
The Calloway County
Normal School exercises at Kirksey were
Cosponsors include; Murphy (Pa.;
more?..."
held in the
for
three
Stokes (Ohio); Coeho (Calif.); and
succ:es,ive days—sermon, class play, and
REPRESENTATIVE JAMES ABDoratorical contest. Mr. A. Jack
Whittaker (Kansas).
NOR iSo. Dalt.) . . . I am introducing
W,Ils was in charge.
Teachers nominate'd to teach
legiilation (H.R. 34601 to allow rural
ill the Murray graded schoo' 1 for
the fall term included Willia
Murray Ledger & Times
hospitals with unused bets to provide
m
"Do
irman, principal; W. Randolph
i USPS 306-7001
long-term care services for needy
C. T. Canon, Miss Ruble
Wear:
mrs.
Dolly Curd, Miss Tommie
Walter 1 kpperson
,. r
. ,
I .
patients. This bill would authorize
Kirkland, Miss Lula Holland
Ft (Yen., NC( utcheon
arid
Nrfiss
Maggi
e Houston, teachers.
medica
re and medicaid reimi, • ,Murras Leda r & Tunes is published
County government for
.,ilternoun ekes. Sundays. Axis 4 thiist
bursem
the
ent
'to
hospita
time
ls
first
releas
for
nursing
ed a published
%es. Year s lay and ThartkWislnit bY
. account -of receipts and
services provided on a "swing-bed"
103 si 4th St
St,irr4y \ea spapers , In,
disltursew nts, disclosing funds of. $25,881
l'ostage
Paid.al
%1Jrres Ks 42071 Serind Class
with $9,281 being used,for
basis — that is, alternating between
bridg. alai road purposes. (This does not
M ,' • . u .. 4So-1
• acute and long-term care...
,,.4, In areas sees e.I is
‘, 14 ,r1
•
include extensive Sees levied by
)fficers for services.) County
,,st sieatati.310t:iir In ads an, e
- $
',
should be extended to
Judge A. J.
a s ( ounty and TO Areil4W4-.41ar—
Wells issued stein
orders that road work_ must be
other
hospita
ls rPgardleks of bectsiie or
! Sedalia and Farrrurigton Ks and
done by owners on roadi
2, IMP._ , Hit hangars.11WiihRittgirar: Tn..
,geogra
phic
locatio
adjoitti
n,
property. The judge cited
where
tig
their
there
is a L.
._
sr Hy mall to other casttwrtierts teal per
shortage of long-term care bids.::C1.- ---sesalhe law, in support to•-ihi,s
ssernbe'r-ot A..sso(iated Press Kentucks Press
ti.......
• Not only was the county g,,„,
Asso, iation and Southern Searspaper Publishers
.
3Tirnent reporting progress, so
CRIJMP'S GRASS
Association
did
the news that the new eight-n
The Associated Press is exchjsivel) entitled to
school at Coldwifer was
Roon COMMENT
nearrepublish local news originated by The Marral,
ing ,completion. The building, fwa
nced
news
As
a
by private subscription,
result
other
all
AP
of
Rdizer
Times
well
as
their
&
as
I
eagern
ess
to
get
TEI.EPHONE '41_71414E115 ,
will be under the guidance of
Federal grants for expansion, many
1usin,ssig41,,,,
Prof, Lee Trevathan and Hiram
1 6
751,
Finney. Another new
r hospitals were over-built. Whole sec:51 1916 ;
Classified Artsertismg
buildin
completion of the W. 0. W.
g,was
1-5.$ 1919
getail [utopias Adserttstng
tions are shut off and unused. Cornhall and church at Pottertow n- the
' '51 1915
( ir, ulation
andSpo4rts!Opt
monsense dictates a Swing-bed
,
Sew
,5A(0
a
program
T9..-B.s...corus

sued,

math major at Murray State
sity, has been awarded a 3 year
National Defense Education Act
Fellowship to do graduate work toward
a doctorate degree in physics at the
University o
of
Wfils
Koenn,uscky
on o.
f Mr. and Mrs.
Charles B. Wilson, Hazel, has been
awarded a 2 year ROTC scholarship by
the Department of the Army. The
scholarship will pay his tuition, textbooks, and laboratory fees at Murray
State University where he is studying
physical education.
Jay Lockha.1 of Tyler, Texas, will be
the main speaker at the Rotary Ann
Night program to be held tonight by the
Murray Rotary Club at the Kenlake
Hotel.
Gail Norwood, Wanda Ross, and
Karen Siress are co-valedictorians and
Patricia Leach is salutatorian of the
senior class of South Marshall High
School.

20 Years Ago
Darylin Tress Parker is valedictorian and Linda Crouch is salutatorian
of the 1959 graduating class of Kiritsey
High School. Dr. Ralph H. Woods will
be the commencement speaker on May
8, and the Rev. Terry Sills will be the
baccalaureate speaker.
The Murray State College Faculty
String Quartet will present a concert bri
May 4 as a part of the Festival of
Contemporary Arts at Murray State.
Members are Roman Prydatkevytch,
first violin, Josiah Darnall, second
violin, David Gowans, viola, and Neale
Mason, violin cello
Rita Chapman has been elected
president of the Almo High School
Chapter of the Future Homemakers of
America.
Douglas Hardware has house paint
listed as selling for $4.69 per gallon in
its ad this week.

30 Iears Ago

-..About 50 members of the Calloway •
County Homemakers Clubs, along with
Rachel Rowland, County Home
Demonstration Agent,attended the 16th
annual Purchase district meeting of the
Kentucky Federation of Homemakers
Club held yesterday at Barlow High
School. Mrs. Hansford Doron and Mrs,
Maynard Ragsdale of Calloway County
were on the program for the day.
•
Dr. Joseph H. Cohen, world traveler
and famed Bible teacher, is speaking
today at the Memorial and Sinking
Spring Baptist Churches.
Rupert Hendon Outland of Boone
Laundry and Cleaners, Murray, was
one of 32 young laundry executives
from 16 states, Canada,and Alaska who
completeda 14 weeks course in laundry
management at the American Institute
of Laundering at Joliet, Ill.
New officers of the Zeta Department,
Murray Woman's Club, are Clara
Griffin, Rebecca West, Blanche Titsworth, and Betty Hale.
. Janice Crawford, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Crawford, and
Carolyn Vaughn, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, spent their
spring vacation attending the Spring
Festival at Davidson College,
A beautiful, 70 pounds of bouncy,_... charlot
te, N.
loveable dog, Joker even refuses to be —
provoked into a fight when other dogs inthe neighborhood growl and snap at
.
him. June Warden Smith's little,
bantam-legged dachshund even gives
- Today is Tuesday, May 1, the 121st
him a hard time despite the 55-pound
day of 1979. There are 244 days left in _
difference in their sizes.
the year.
dkIthough he's fully insured —' with
Today's highlight in history:
•
State Farm, naturally — the entire
On
this
date
in
1898,
an
Americ
an
Roberts household would go into orbit if
naval force under Admiral George
anything happened to Joker, and he
Dewey
destroyed a Spanish fleet in
simply smiles at the thought.
- Manila Bay in the Spanish-American
He knows a good thing when he sees
War.
it, and it isn't getting out of his warm
On this date:
bed on a cold winter morning to go out
In
1847, the cornerstone was laid for
somewhere and plunge into bonethe Smithsonian Institution in
chilling water to fetch some dumb,
Washington, D.C.
dead duck.
In 1925, the Mediterranean island of
Cyprus was declared a British crown
colony.
.
In 1931, what was then the tallest
building in the world, the Empire State
Building in New York, was dedicated.
For the eyes of the lord
are over
In 1945, German radio announced the
the righteous, and his ears
are open
death of Adolf Hitler in Berlin.
unto their prayers; but the
face of
the Lord is against them
In 1961, the first political hijacking of
that do
evil. I Peter 3:12.
an American airliner to Cuba 'took
place.
Ntlff said/
In 1975, the communist Khmer Rouge
government in Cambodia was
recognized by the United Nations.
Ten years ago: Five American
mountain climbers and two Sherpa
• .:•=t.,e'r•-•
guides were killed in an avalanche in
Nepal.
Five years ago: The House Judiciary
Committee rejected President Richard
Nixon's offer of edited transcripts as a
substitute for subpoenaed Watergate
recordings.
t)
One year ago It was announced that
a Japanese explorer, Naomi Uemurat
,
had reached the North Pole after a 600mile trip bY" dogsled over the frozen
Arctic Ocean. •
Today's birthdays: SInger Kate.
Smith is 70 years old. Entertainer Jack
so
Pananryis m
. Ce'- os.0o
so estern enteai
ntry-w
entertainer
ner
James
Thought for today: The way out of
trouble is never as simple as the way in
— Ed Howe, American writer, 18531
37.
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By BARBARA BASLER
AP Newsfeatures
An American humorist once
voiced contempt for a couple
by haughtily remarking that
they were the kind of people
who bought their silver.

The writer was implying perhaps in jest - that silver
truly belonged only to those
well-connected enough to Inherit it.
But for more than three centures, silver has played an important part in the lives of
most Americans, even those
who were not burn with a silver
spoon in their mouth
Indeed, scholars say that
while the rich may own more
silver than you and I, every
American has inherited a silver
tradition.
"Ever since colonial times,
Americans have used silver objects to mark birthdays, weddings, anniversaries, religious
observances, civic achievements, and wartime and athletic events," says Gerald W.R
Ward, of the Yale University
Art Gallery.
Ward and his wife, Barbara
McLean Ward, have just finished preparing a major exhibition of American silver, drawn
from Yale's fine, comprehensive collection.
The exhibition is "Silver in
American Life." After opening
in April in Pittsburgh, it is
scheduled to tour museums in
11 major cities over the next
three years. Organized by the
American Federation of Arts
and the, Yale University Art
Gallery, the exhibition contains
more than 200 silver objects
that illustrate the role of the
precious metal in American
cultural life from the 17th to
the 20th centuries.
The exhibition explores the
close relationship between silver and American life. Its 25
. display cases show silver oh-

ale

STO

jects arranged in groups according to use, featuring everything from coins for the marketplace to goblets for the
church.
The collection includes the
earliest known piece of American-made silver, a tiny dram
cup fashioned by a Boston silversmith about 1650.
One of the most monumental
pieces of silver made in America is also included. "The Monteith Bowl was a kind of large
punchbowl used for cooling and
holding wine glasses," Ward
explains.
And, of course, no exhibition
of American silver would be
complete without several pieces
by one of America's most renowned silversmiths - Paul
Revere - a man who Ward
says would have been famous
as. a silversmith even if he had
never been a patriot.
The collection also includes
many of the highly specialized
silver pieces Americans were
twee fond of, from silver shoe
buckles to a Victorian bread
fork that was used to take a
piece of bread from platter to
plate
The pieces are divided not
only by use, but by age, as
well.

In colonial America, Ward
says, only those with real money owned any quantity of silver. In fact, silver objects were
literally made by melting down
money and turning it into pitchers, trays, cups and so on. "Melting coins and shaping
them into objects for the home
did not decrease the value of
the money," Ward explains. Indeed, it protected the money.
"Silversmiths placed identifying marks on the objects they
created, and colonial newspapers are full of accounts of
how stolen objects were returned thanks to these marks."
In the 1840s, '50s and '60s,
great deposits of silver were
discovered in the American
West. And, at about the same
time, English craftsmen in-/
vented the silver-plating pros'
ess. "This meant that sinter
was abundant and accessible,"
Ward says, "and what was
once a very elitist !petal be-came more democra,tfc."
The 19th century then, saw
the beginning of
ss-produced
silver In Amer,ica and the rise
of the big silv r companies.
Finally, Ward. says, today
there has,been a revival of the
traditi of hand-crafted silver,
in conJ.mporary form
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which can be used on hot or
cold water pipes . that it is
sold in
of four sections of 3-foot
gths ... that
it comes in different
ferent sizes for
pipes of diffeent diameters . . .
that the / pper-like closure
eliminated" the need for installatl with metal clips, adhesi or tape ... that, should
the pipes need repair, the clots only opened, per-

(115r a copy of Andy Lang's
"Practical Home Repairs,"
-send 21.50 to this newspaper at
Box 5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.)
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
What's new on the market'
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

-'A Major Silver Celebration
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THIS RETIREMENT HOUSE is aimed at the couple
interested in minimum upkeep and low
maintenance
cost. Thus the plumbing fixtures are
grouped around
the water heater, and the living
-dining area extends
along the entire front of the liaise.
A "mini-hall"
separates the living area from the bedroom.
For more
information on Plan HA1096R, write
-enclosing a
stamped, self-addressed envelope-to
architect Jan
Reiner, 1000 - 52nd Street North, St.
Petersburg, Fla.,
33710,

SAVINGS OF 98 PERCENT
CLAIMED FORSTORM WINDOW
In today's energy crunch a
product able tb recoup 98
percent of the energy dollars
previously lost is quite a buy.
According to actual tests,
that's what The In-Sider, a
rigid crystal-clear plastic interior storm window made
by Plaskobte. Inc. Columbus,
Ohio is able to go.
Based on independent research field tests, a house
in Boston lost heat through
uninsulated windows in the
winter of'76-77 worth $159.00
in fuel bills. If the In-Sider
had been used the heat loss
would have cost only $2,38,
That's a savings of $156.62!
In similar tests by there-search firm. Building Research Associates, Cheitenham,.Pa.in cooperation with
Taylor and Sterner Engineering, Inc. York, Pa, savings
of $54.63 were indicated in
Philadelphia;.$8-7.33 in Detroit and $49.97 in Dallas.
According to-company
officials sales of In-Siders are
now approaching,3 million
units.
The In-Skier is very simple.
Its parts are Merely a rigid
sheet of crystal-clear plastic
and four vinyl adhesivebacked moldings. The sheet
is easily cut to fit the inside
window frame. Then it is
merely snapped into the vinyl

NEW GAS APPLIANCES HAVE E.S.P.
OVER THEIR ENTIRE LIFETIME

Wharmakessome of today's
energy. An energy-efficient
New gas heating systems
gas appliances a signifirrant
water heater can redua both.
also feature intermittent igimprovement over appliancnition
devices.
When
comClothesDr
yers
es a few years old? Adcordpared to an older gas furnace,
Today's gas dryers have
ing to the American- Gas
a new energy-efficient gas
pilotless ignition and autoAssociation,they argenergy
furnace
with flue damper and
matic shut-off when the
efficient. Some use 40 to 30%
LLD. can save the homeclothes are dry. What's more,
less gas than the ones offered
onwer up to $700 in operating
they have multiple temperajust five years ago.That saves
costs over the seventeen-year
ture settings for all types of
money and precieus energy.
life,
clothes.
Besides. today's gas ap- That's heating the same
And since 'they -use natural
pliances have
- Enamount of space for up to
gas. a direct energy that
ergy,Savings PaYback - over
20% less gas. And does it as
doesn't require wasteful conthe Rennie ofthe appliance.
quietly, cleanly and dependaversion,they'll dry three loads
That can be pretty important
bly as before. Small whnder
of clothes with the same
because to everi, appliance'
that gas is used for heating
energy needed to dry one
there are really two expenses.
electrically.
One is the Jnitial price tag.
in 72% of American homes
A new gas dryer, can reThe'othr is the lifetime
in uran areas where a choice
duce the use of gas for drying
operating cost. With E.S.P.
of energies are available.
clothes by up to 25%. Combuilt Mb a new gas -apptiz
Water Heaters z
pared to,an older gas dryer
ance. you'll, save a lot of
New gas water heaters heat
with a pilot, a new, energymoney.-- .,
the seine amount of water
efficient model can save the
So today. more than ever
with nearly a fourth less gas
consumer up to $60 over a
before. gas is te most etthan older models. The reaten-year period.
- ficient- energy.for-tbe-big-__srmi
_artiiref
old: better. ,
household jobs Of cooking.
sank insulation.energy-saving -hOtne heating. water heating
burners, and more efficient
and drying • clothes. %fly'
transfer.
heat
Look at the new gas apply
When compared to an older
ances:
gas water heater, the imRanges
proved gas heater can save
.' One of the major desclopup to 5200-over a ten-year
merits in recent years used
period. That's a lot of E.S.P.
. lin energy-saving gas ranges
American Gas Association
'are Intermittent Ignition Defigures show the average
vices (111.D.'s). They elimi, family uses 26.000gallonS of
nate the continually burning
hot water a year. Quite a lot
gas pilot. Ignition is caused
of water - also a lot 'of"
by a tiny electric spark

THE PRODUCT - Chandeliers with built-in dimmers.
Manufacturer's claim - that
The chandeliers are manuthese chandeliers provide genfactured by Lite-Trend of Halo
eral room fighting and the
Lighting, 400 Busse Road, Elk
Means to create dramatic area
Grove Village, Ill. 60007; the
focus, • since they have down
wall-covering squares by EA.
lights and up lights as well as
du Pont de Nemours I. Co., 350
the dimmers .. . that the dim1ting the insulation to be reFifth Ave.,_ New York, N.Y.
risers have a corripletelange-ot
move4-without damage.
, . and
light intensity, from candlelight, . that, after the repair, the in- '-104)Iff; 'an4 the pipeinsulation by Frelen Corp.,491 Dutton St.,
to full power .
that thy sulation can be reinstalled usLowell, Mass,.01852,)
chandeliers are built for
maintenance, with m
shades and glass chimney that
lift off for cleaning an bulb
replacement ... and
t they
come chiefly in earth tónez with
wood and antique brats merged
with soft shades .61 handcut,
bronze smoke glass.
handcut, bronze smoke glass:
By EARL ARONSON
dener, is now available, In adAP Newsfeatures
dition to useful advice about
For those who are going .to
THE PRODUCT - Pre-pasflowers, vegetables, plants and
move long distances, here are
ted wall coverings in 12-inch
trees, the magazine, (at newssome suggestions regarding
Squares..
lands $1.75; subscription $7.50a
Manufacturers claim - That
transport of house plants, espeyear; Box 2460 Boulder, Colo.)
cially from one state to anoththese squares are available in
In a gas range. an LLD
offers a "Catalog of Catalogs,"
er
24 prints and are designed prilisting seed and garden supply
can save up to 40% of the
Several days before travel
marily for use in kitchens,
sources.
gas used for cooking or over
bathrooms and entrance halls.
time, spray and wash plants to
The same publisher offers the
$100 in operating costs ov er
eliminate insects Leaves
magazine House Plants and
its I3-year average lifetime
as well as to accent walls in
should be dry before plants are
Porch Gardens.
similar areas. . that they can
packed
Only -minute amount
Also in the mail: The Garalso be used to cover valances
Plants should be watered
electricity is used because
den Way Marketplace, Voliune
Since the roof and exterior -and other accessories to create
thoroughly beforeipaclung since
6, which will help you find
ignition is instantaneous The
a coordinated decorating stateaccount for a large part of
moist soil imprivs transport
just about everything you...need .
but
the wasted dollars. the first_
ment .
that the paste on the
conditions
,
for your indoor or outdoor gar- --homeowner saves on gas.
square is activated simply by
ele,
doesn't
on
gouged
get
Place the plants-in--plastic
den including cards and couthing you'llsvant to check is
dipping in water . . . that the
bags similar to those you get
[hefty.. .._
pons from mail-order houses. A
insulation.
squares are made of a spunfrom the clothes cleaner, leav$2 subscription 1 509 Westport
'And for those who v.ant
There are two kinds of
bonded olefin, a strong mateing a few holes for ventilation,
Ave., Norwalk, Conn. 06851)
the very latest in gas covking
. insulation. One kind is fati.7
rial that has exceptional dimenthus maintaining humidity.
will bring you Marketplace plus
eon
efficiency,
there's the
sional stability, either wet or
4-Pack the plants in boxes with
heated into a "batt" oi
the fall Home Energy Saver.
vection oven which cooks
dry
and that they have an
crumpled newspaper between
Marketplace
.. "blanket"configuration that
also contains
acrylic top coat which gives
pots, or boxes with cardboard
by circulating the heal .1 much-gardening advice.
fits neatly in between joists
them extra soil resistance and
dividers
round the food. Air that is
ot studs. The second comes
washability
There is a possibility the
Drip. or trickle. irrigation
moving around food cooks
in a loose,chopped-up fohn
plants may be damaged in
means releasing water slowly
faster than air that is stathat is either poured or
transit, so you may want to
over a long period in specific
THE PRODUCT - A pipe intionary. As a result. less
take
cuttings
or
"blown"into place with speslips
from
locations. It is an efficient way
sulation with a zipper-like clocooking time is needed - some of your favorite plants
cial pneumatic equipment.
to supply moistitre directly to
sure.
which means lower hills for
Put cuttings in plastic bags
the base of the plant without
Manufacturer's claim - That
To check for insulation.
with
thoroughly
moistened
convection
perthe consumer. A
water runoff.
the insulation is made of crosslook between the floor joists
lite
or
peat
moss
and
tie
ends
A simple sysm is a length
linked cellular polyethylene
oven can slice ten to fifteen
in the attic, between exterior
of bags The cuttings will be
of hose placed along the plants.
minutes off the average hak
wall studs, around heating
fine for weeks, and might even
Stakes will hold the hose in
hke
ing job. For bigger johs.
be rooted by the time they
and cboling duel work. and
place and permit moving it to
a casserole or turkey. he
reach their new home
CU 70t4
another area. Many hardware
between floor joists in crawl
Don't feed your plants prior
convection oven can etim
stores offer spike-like inserts
3UILT
spaces.
to moving them Stake tall ones
that may- be driven into the
Mate close to an hour
?(JTCN
In older homes - homes
with soft string or old nylon
hose where you want to release
Furnaces
built before the late sixties
CABIN TS
stockings to prevent breaking
the water.
Today's gasfuroace• hue
when energy was cheap and
Our horticulturist friend,
automatic vent daniperN
John Wolf at Purdue Univerplentiful- you may not find
(For Earl Aronson's "Associwhich prevent-warm din IP
sity, also suggests that becau.se
ated Press Guide to House
any insulation.or arliqt
various states have different
the house from escapric up
Plants," send $1 to House
a few inches in the attic. In
plant restrictions you contact
in
Plants, AP Newsfeatures, 50_
the chimney when nol
newer homes; homes built
-F1m1541A.i6
your Extension Agent to check
Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
operation. This keeps he
after 1970 and homes comout the situation regarding your
N.Y. 10020.)
C 1.4 Tram booine:
hotise
warmer for, I,
pleted within the past year
varieties.
periods of time -ond s.i%c`
Some moving companies,ador so, you might discover as
4-n RAY Tap,
vise that because some plants
energy because the hc5iim:
much as6 to 12 ins. of insutaneed special care during transit
system is required to run
Clean Away Those
tion.
•....k•
. 4, S
and may get too cold or too
Fire Hazards
warm in a moving van, the saClean-up tim" should not be
fest and best method is to move
limited to the traditional
the plants vourself
spring or fall "cleaning.
A new magazine named GarMaking clean-up a year-round
dening containing abundant infamily activity can prevent a
formation for the practical gardisastrous fire in your home.
.
NOV
The Insurance Information
Institute suggests that you pay
particular
attention
to
•Elegance*Durability
basement, attic, • closets,
workshops, garage and yard.
.I,asting Beauty
- Look for over-storing and
Timberl
odge Stoneis-piii,raity-maffitertith,
accwulatioris of trash. Keep
free, light weight,
textrash in cavered containers
ture;invides effeetve Insulation.'
and dispose of it regularly.
- If
you're
k
a
do7ityourselfer, allow time to clean
•
4 , •
up -2- paint, sawdust or
and let us help youanswer any questions you
whatever --- after each work
may have.
session.

tnm which fastens firmly to
the window frame by an
adhesive backing.

The sheet, lighter than
glass storm windows, can
easily be removed for cleaning or summer storage by
snapping open the moldings.
If desired, the moldings can
be painted with water-based.
point to match the window
frame.
- The In-Sider helps cut fuel
bills in three ways. ill Plastic
is a poorer conductor of heat
'and cold than glass. Naturally. plastic storm windows
insulate better than glass.
42i When installed on the
inside frame, the plastic window seals in heated tor air
conditioned,cooled)air and
eliminates drafts. This is

particularly important
older homes where drafts
or "air infiltration" may be
a special problem.
t3) In addition, the dead
air-space between the regular window and the In-Sider
a
acts as insulation.
Besides house windows.
the In-Sider is suiable for
screened porches. enclosed
patios or mobile homes and
campers. A special unit is
made for sliding glas
doors..
Tbe In-Sider is availableat local holnt centers: hard-;
ware gores, building material.:
retailers and retail chains.
For further information.,
please' contact
Inc., 1770 Joyce Avenue,'
Box 1497. Columbus. Ohio
43216,,

Here's the Answer Etg
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - We would like to put
down hardwood floors over a
concrete base. The concrete
sometimes gets damp. We have
been told that an application of
sealer is first required before
the 2-by-4s are Inipl in the adhesive. Will this take care of the
dampness?
A. Before you start a project of this nature, be sure you
know what you are doing. It is
a job that requires a certain
amount of know-how which cannot be explained in the space
available here. As for the
dampness, when it is slight,
you apply sealer, then moisture-proof adhesive and then
the 2-by-4s. But when there is
severe dampness, use 1-by-4s
instead of 2-by-4s. Put down the
sealer and the adhesive, then
the 1-by-4s. A plastic moisture
barrier goes over the wood.
then a new seat of 1-by-4s over
the first set. The hardwood
boards goi on over the second
set of 1-by-4s. As you can now
see, this is no project to be taken lightly, since all of the
above must be done before you
teen nailing the hardwood,
which is quite a task in itself.
•
Q. - You told a reader that
oil-based paint should not be
used on stucco because the cement contains alkali, which attacks oil paint. A few ,years
agetri, 4- -bought- -an--oll-basad-.
house paint for our stucco
house and used it without any
-ill effects. Thought you'd like to
know.
k.-.The advice was general
and still applies, although there
`Is a special type 'of oil-based

paint formulated especially for
use on stucco and other types
of masonry. You probably used
that kind. A reader who might
want to use an oil-based paint
on stucco should ask whether
the dealer has that type of
paint in stock. In any case,
read the label carefully.
Q. - I have been using rottenstone in powdered form for
more than 20 years to smooth
newly finished furniture. It
takes all the irregularities out
of the varnish or lacquer and
makes the surface like glass. I
have always used water with
the powder, but a friend now
tells me I should have been using oil. Is he right and should I
change to oil in the future:
A. - Of all the do-it-yourself
endeavors, wood finishing is the
one most likely to produce differences of opinion. That's because everybody has his own
pet method of finishing wood.
Rottenstone powder can be
used with either oil or water.
Why should you pay attention
to anyone else if your own
procedure has produced such
excellent results? As they say
in baseball, never change a
winning lineup.
1The techniques of using varnish, lacquer, shellac, stain,
bleach, pumice, rottenstone,
etc., are detailed in' Andy's
Lang's booklet, "W9od Finishing in the Home,
,
'available by
STAMPED, self-addressed envelope to Know-How, P.O. Bo:
477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.
Questions of general interest
will be answered in the column,
but individual correspondence
cannot be undertaken.)

First Check
Insulation

Oriany•s

9,2 —67

Bob's Nome
Improvement Services
Is

*Pride In Work
*Quality Craftsmanship
1AT Top Sande* It _Lowest Cost
Is The r6su1t You Receive From

Murray Remodeling
753-5167

We have "Open House" every day in our
Quaker Maid kitchen display. We're anxious to show you the many advantages of
Quaker Maids custom cabinetry Starting
with the smartfy styled cbor styles that let
you five in the colonial past, reflect nostalgically or proiect contemporary
Crafted from mellowed woods, all Quaker
Maid cabinets are finished in a durable
moisture and alcohol resistant finish.
You'll like the convenience of lazy sosans, adjustable shelves and an abundance of clever storage units. 'You'll
applaud our design service, installation,
and financing arrangements. Our kitchen
is always open to show Quaker Maid's
convenience features . at your convenience, of course.

-

Offering

v'‘"

!NA

Timberlodge Stone

has:authentic natural

Cal 7534501

•COMPLETE DESIGN
SERVICE
•INSTALLATION
•FINANCING
•FREE ESTIMATES

—-

•

Therm/4w
Nagle USW Sab-Zere
Swami
fleeter
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•Mulhern To Be Featured
Speaker At Conference
Susan Mulhern, coordinator
of the Speech and Language
Clinic at
Northwestern
University in Evanston, Ill.,
will be the featured speaker at
the first annual West Kentucky Conference on Communication Disorders at

Murray State University on
Friday and Saturday, May 4-5.
She will present sessions in
4
Room 240 of the Special
Education Building in both the
morning and afternoon on
Friday and speak at the
banquet on Friday evening.

legal Notice
Commonwealth of Kentucky

•

AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
February 27, 1979
To the People of Kentucky
Honorable Julian M. Carroll, Governor

a

Honorable Robert
Miller, County Judge Executive anti
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court

r.41.

We have examined the statement of assets, liabilities and
fund balance arisitIg from cash transactions of Calloway
County as of June 30, 1977, and the related statement of
operations from cash transactions for the year then ended. Our
examination was made in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and accordingly included such tests of the
accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we
considered necessary in the circumstances.
As provided by state law, the accompanying financial
.
1 4atements are prepared on a cash basis. Consequently:certain
revenues and the related assets are -recogni'zed When paid
rather than when a liability is incurred. Accordingly, the
ack.bmpanYing financial statements are not intended to
present financial position and results of operations in
conformity wilt generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinibri, the accompanying financial statements
present fairly the assets, liabilities and fund balance arising
from the cash transactions of Calloway County at June 30,
1977, and.its revenue collected and expenses paid during the
year then ended, on a basis consistent with that of the
preceding year.
In -ionnection with crur examination, we also ID made a
study and. evaluation of the County's system of internal
accounting control, 2) performed tests of compliance with the
Revenue Sharing and Antirecession Fiscal Assistance Acts
and regulations as requiied by sections
and IIT.C.3. of
the Audit Guide and Standards for Revenue Sharing and
Antirecession Fiscal Assistance Fund Recipients issued by the
Office.of Revenue Sharing, U. S. Department of the Treasury.
The supOemental information presented in this report is
not necessary for a fair presentation .of the financial
statements, but is presented as additional supplementary data.
This information has been subjected to the. tests and other
auditing procedures applied in the examination of the
financial statements mentioned above and in our opinion is
fairly stated in all material respects in relation tn the financial
statements 'taken as a whole.
%Recommendations and areas ,of noncompliance are as
follows:
We recommend the 'Fiscal Court establish an in--•:,
entor-y—aotstruLlortger-ol. Pdaisseia Tbia..legr_
should contain a Vist of all fixed assets belonging to the
county whether purchased from excess fees or
directly from a budget account. We have discussed
this recommendation in more detail with the County
Jude and County Court Clerk.
Our study of compliance disclosed no conditions
which we consider matters of noncompliance.
Respectfully submitted. s George L. Atkins
Auditor of Public Accounts

ith

The above tra.nsmiital.leiter,accompanied the audit report
presented to Fiscal Court and is published pursuant t KRS
43.09012).
Coes of the complete audit report are available upon
request by contacting the Auditor of Public Accounts. Room
168, Capitol Annex. Frankfort., Kentucky 411N

Her presentation from 9
a.m. to noon is entitled "Use of
Developmental
Seatence
Scoring in Assessment of
Child Language." The session
from 1 to 4 p.m. will focus on
"Application of Developmental Sentence Scoring to
Teaching
Clinical
Interactive Language
Teaching
Development
Approach."
Sponsored by the Division of
Communication Disorders
and the Speech and Hearing
Club at Murray State, the
conference will include
videotaped clinical presentations on Saturday morning,
beginning at 9 a.m.
Topics will be "Melodic
Intonation Training for a SixYear-Old Autistic Child,"
"Articulation Therapy —
"Second
Look,"
New
Language Training Utilizing
Facilitative Modeling,"
"Cued Speech," and "Communication Skill Development
• in the Severe-Profound
Child."
The registration fee for the
workshop is $1 for students
and $5 for others. Anyone is
•
welcome to attend.
To register for workshop
sessions, interested individuals may call /502) 7530076 after 5 p.m. before May 2.
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More than 45 of the 250 participants in last weekend's Murray State Special
Olympics will advance to state competition at Morehead in June. At right,
Harold P. Hamilton, assistant state treasurer, presents Barry Laster of
Paducah's Northside School two first place ribbons for the 25- and 50-meter

MISS YOUR PAPER?
5rbscrisort u4o hoes not
rocoirod 'Son, holyso-doliyerod
copy of Dm Mornry Lodger A.
rIONIS Sy 5,30 p.m. Monday
• friday or Sy 3,30 p.m. on
Satordays ors greed to coil
753.1916 Inotimon 530 p.m.
mid 6 p.m., PAonstoy-frieisy, or
3:30 p.m. mod 4 p.m. Sew
drys, to Mawr* dMlivory of tire
nowspepoc. Coils most loo
*cod by 6 p.m. •ookcloys or
4 p.m. Saturdays to goormitoo
dolivory.
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Dies At Age 62
NEW YORK — (AP) —
Sigmund Sommer, 62, New
York area real estate
develop' and prominent
thoroughbred racehorse
owner, died of a heart attack
Monday. an Aqueduct Race
Track spokesman said.
Sommer did not buy his first
thoroughbred until 1964 but
by the 1970s he had one of the
top stables in the. United
States.
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freestyle Saturday. Hamilton was representing Frances Jones Mills, who
worked with the Murray-Calloway Young.Democrats in staging the affair.
At
left, two mile runners who attend Southwest Elementary finish the
last lap
Their coach is Diana Jones.
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SPRING SALE
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99.9c Per Gal. For Gas
That Hurts
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THINK Small Car, Small Motor
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Let Us Make A Little,
We'll Save You A Lot!
Get The

Gas Saving Habit
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With A New Small To Medium Size Ford"
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Here's the carpet sale you ye been waiting all winter for...a
sale of thick, rich plushes, colorful cut and loops, twists and textures,
too. The best of Lees quality carpets at the season's best sayings. .

SAVINGS OF
Booth Bay - An elegant lushus cut pile. Pile yarns
are spun of 100°0 dacron Dolyester. 14 beautiful
decorator colors to choose from.

Featuring Carpets of Du Pont Antron III Fibers,
the wear resistant, dirt rPsistrint crush
resistant super fiber
the best carpet fiber
DU PONT
Du Pont has ever mode

trorrui

to 9°' Per Sq. Yard

Casual Scene-A multi-level cut and uncut pile.‘ A new
combination of dye techniques creates this beautiful
fresh fashion look woven out of 100°. nylon. 19 new
fashion colors to choose from

Reg 51295 SALE1O

Reg. S•12.95 SALE 51095

Pleasant Living - A richly textured 100°0 nylon twist
yarns are twisted ar,d then heat set for extremely
'tong wear. 18 beautiful new colors
Reg 51495 SALE

51295

ALL PFIICES INCLUDE HEAVY RUBBER PADDING & INSTAJ.LATI0N

I

OPEN NIGHTS. FOR YOUR SHOPPING CON VIENCE ' —

PARKER FORD,INC'

701 MAIN, MURRAY, KY.

PH. (502) 753-5273

• Murray, Kentucky

,•?

T
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Open Friday Nights
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All-Sports Affair
Set For Tonight

Wilson Hurls Two-Hitter
As Tigers Blank Fulton
Yesterday figured to a less- Eddie Requarth's sacrifice fly with one out, stole third and
scored on Herndon's fielder's
than-overpowering one for to left.
In the sixth, Gibbs doubled choice
Murray High on the mound,
since neither Brad Taylor ( 401 nor Alan Gibbs ( 3-0) was
the starter.
Sixth District Baseball Pairings
So Kim Wilson, a junior
at Marshall County Field
righthander, proceeded to
Wednesday, May 9
stymie Fulton County on two
y Co. vs Marshall Co.,4 p.m.
Callowa
hits as the Tigers raced to
their ninth straight victory, a
Thursday, Nay 10
5-0 decision over the Pilots at
Holland Stadium.
Murray High vs Calloway-Marshall loser,4 p.m.
"That's this best performance of the year," said
Friday, Nay 11th
Murray High Coach Cary
Championship Game (should Murray High win),
Miller, who saw his squad up
4 p.m.
its season mark to 10-1. The
Murray
: The district drawing was held last night in
Tigers played at Mayfield
today.
Wilson, now 2-0, allowed
only singles in the first and
fifth innings. Murray High,
meanwhile, struck for four
runs in the fourth frame and
another in the sixth.
Taylor singled;stole second,
went to third on a wild pitch
five.
For Dan Key, Wingo arrived Calloway garnered only
and scored on Gibbs' basesfinished with a fourKey
soon.
too
inning
one
loaded walk for the fourthtwo and
Key, Calloway County's hitter, walking
inning's first score.
out four.
striking
rocked
was
.barler,
starting
An infield error allowed
"Dan just had some bad
inning
John Denham, who had for five runs in the first
said Calloway Coach
luck,"
the
to
5-1
fell
Lakers
the
as
walked, and Bill Milton, who
er. "He pitched
Stoneciph
Joe
City
the
at
had hit into a.fielder's choice, Indians yesterday
we couldn't give him
but
well,
Park.
both to race home. Tony
But, after his shaky start, any offense."
Herndon provided the final
Wino 5, Callaway Call(y 1
shut out Wingo on one hit,
Key
ab r Chi
run-of the inning by scoring on
adrunner
Indian
4 0 0 0
and no
SiawnSimmuris,Y
Murray High 0.?altos Cs.,
4 1 3 0
ab r
vanced as far as second base Ken McCtuston,cf
4 0 1 0
2 0 0 1
Don Hargrove, rf
Eddie Requarth,2b
again.
3 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
Keith Edwards,dh
Thomas Kendall, 30'
0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 '
Bill Berbench,3b
Bruce Taylor. lb
1 0 0 0
The Lakers' could muster Tirn McAhster,lb
3 1 1 0
Brad Taylor,sa
1 0 0 0
2 1 1 0 • only one run, though, when
Bob Fry,2b
Join Denham,c
3 0 0 0
3 1 1 0
Ricky Garland, If
Bill Milton, cf
in
singled
McCuiston
0 1 0
Kenny
3
Marty McCuiston, 2b
2 2 1 1
Man Gibbs. rf
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 1
the'first frame, went to third Dail Key, p
Tony Herndon, ph
2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Kelly White,
Kim Wilson. p
on -another „single and a wild Kirk
1 0 0 0
Starks. pf.
3 0 1 0
Scott Hill, If
passed
a
1 5 0
on
26
pitch and scored
Totals
211 5 5 0
Totals
5 4 4
25
0 2 3
Wingo
Fulton ro
ball.
500 030 0 - 5 1 2
Wingo
000 600 0 - 0 2 3
Fulton
Calloway, now 4-4, hosted Calloway
100 OW 0 1 5 1
-5 5 0
000 401
Murray
Pitching
Pitching
Reidland today at 4 p.m.
ip r yr C bb in
T er C bb ao
McCuiston rapped three hits Dan Key
7 5 1 4 2 4
7 0 0 2 2 10
Kim
_for the Lajters, but as a team,.

Besides the awards to
current athletes, two past
Murray perforiners — Bernie
and
Stewart
Behrendt
Johnson — will be inducted
into the MSU Hill Of Fame.
Awarais to be presented are
most valuable player in each
sport ( men's and women's

First Racer R.plays
Will Be Saturday

Indians Topple
Calloway County

proclaimed a "diamond
dynasty", compared to the
oold Yankees." Charlie 0. was
defiant and flying high.
free-s.pirited
His
musketeers were the scourge
of baseball., in their .beards,
bright-colored uniforms and
white shoes. Charlie's mule,
'Charlie O., had the run of'the
house. Charlie 0., the man,
was daily feeding the flames
of feuds with the establishment, Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn. Congress and his own

Middle Tennessee, Western
Kentucky, St. Louis, Cincinnati and the OGE Athletic
Club ( Mo.) will be competing.
Racer Coach Bill Cornell
expects more schools to enter
before
the competition
Wednesday's deadline. No
team scores will be compiled.
-however.
The meet will end with the 4
x 400 relay at 9:30 p.m.

A host of quality athletes are
expected when the ftrst annual
Murray State Racer Relays
begin Saturday at 4:30 p.m. at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
athletes
far,
Thus
representing Murray, Tennessee Tech, Austin Peay,
Fisk, the Gateway Striders
(St. Louis), the University of
Kentucky, David Lipscomb,
the Mason-Dixon Track Club,

Bid's Trainer Delp
Admits To Pressure
Kim Wilson delivers during the fifth inning of yesterday's game against Fulton County. The
Murray High -pitcher limitedithe Pilots to two hits as the 'tigers won their ninth straight
game at Holland Stadium.
Wilson
Staff photo by Tony

Pity Charlie 0.•• A's Owner Has Fallen On Hard Times
Coliseum has filed a $10
-BrIVILL GRIMSLEY
million suit against the
AP Special Correspondent
Shed a few tears -- salty Oakland owner, charging that
ones, if you must — for since 1975 he has yipt lived up
Charles 0. Finley. The "0" to his agreement to field and
stands for "Oh, No, No, No!" promote a big league baseball
, franchise on the premises.
Or maybe, "Oh, my Good
Technically, Charlie 0.
ness!"
how
run and can't stay. His
can't
visualize
to
hard
It's
things could be worse for the original 20-year lease runs
baseball through 1987. .When he says
snow -haired
maverick. With the season he'd like to move there have
less than a month old, his been gestures toward Seattle,
Oakland A's are settling into Denver and Washington, D.C.
their familiar Pits in the cellar — the landlord responds,
of the American League West. -Nothing doing." So the mad,
Charlie 0. has -to be on an sad circle goes on.
The saga. of Charles 0.
aspirin diet. Every day brings
Finley reads like a Horatio
a fresh headache.
Fans are stayin(iway in Alger paperback classic in
droves. Average attendance As, reverse. It's sports' most
around 4,000 a game. ' compelling "riches to rags"
Sometimes there are fewer non-thriller.
Five years ago, the Oakland
fans than employees in the
ball park, such as the 653 that A's were coming off their third
ries.
Wor.4d. .
showed-up-for a-reeetegame---str-a-i-ghtand were being
ship
the
Now
champion
against Seattle.

basketball, football, men's
and women's cross country,
baseball, men's and women's
track, men's and women's
tennis and golf ), male and
female scholar athlete, outstanding male and - female
freshman, outstanding male
and female athlete and the Dr.
Memorial
Morgan Sisk
Award.
Athletic Director Johnny
Reagan will present a review
of the athletic year, and
Robert Valentine will be the
master of ceremonies.

The Murray State All-Sports
Banquet, an event honoring
1978-79 Racer athletes, will be
held tonight at 6 p.m. in
Beshear Gymnasium on the
MSU campus.

Series
by reading the agate box- tinued Collecting Worldfans.
Fingers
Rollie
Pitcher
rings.
favorite
your
in
out'.
scores
Then the botton fell
($1.5 million) and Gene
Erasure of baseball's reserve newspaper. The best ones
Tenace (clb, $1.2 million)
lar
milliondol
signed
have
principal
clause was the
were acquired by San Diego
with
toiling
factor, but 'Charlie 0.'s bull- contracts and are
with some of Ray Kroc's
far
as
got
Some
teams.
lot
a
rival
had
headed stubborness
er money. Outhamburg
Mexican
the
to do with the A's sudden away as possible,
fielder-first baseman Joe Ructi
Leagues.
American
South
or
demise.
42.09 million) went to the
Today there's not a shred Others retired and — poof —
Angels.
California
gone.
Finley
-were
team
great
left of the
Jackson
Reggie
Outfielder
fashioned with his shrewd
And what of Charlie's
$2.9 million ) and pitcher
knowledge of talent and clever
favorite mule? Dead, and —
million)
($3.5
Hunter
Catfish
wheeling and dealing.
like the A's — buried in a
awound up with the New York
Where did they all go'
California graveyard.
conthey
where
Yankees,
them
You can find most of

Suns-Sonics Opener Is Tonight;
Spurs-76ers Clincher Wednesday

at the time he
seaniffnal series victory over - Davis, one of the best small was so confident
Bythe Associated Press
no way--San
was
there
-said—
he
says
the
NBA,
The
in
forwards
SEATTLE — Phoenix guard the Los Angeles Lakers.
would return to
Antonio
to
able
be
will
Suns
thinks-the
conference
the
on
value
reached
SUrig'
Don Buse puts great
Philadelphia for a sixth game.
tonight's opening game of the Championship round by run against Seattle.
guarantee it," said Silas.
"I
in
thing
"The
critical
('I'Y
Kansas
the
ng.
all
l
dispatchi
Basketb
'Nationa
76er Coach Billy CunBut
tti,e
get
to
is
running
break
the
Association Western Con- Kings 4-2 in their series.
started All-star
"They're a well disciplined ball. You've got to force the ningham
ference championship series
Erving at
Julius
forward
low
the.
Lenny
shoot,
other
to
team
matching the Suns against the team," Seattle Coach
6-foot-1l'a
put
and
guard
you
Seattle SuperSonics in the Wilkens said of the Suns. percentage shot because
7-1 Caldwell
Dawkins,
Darryl
taking
you're
they
run
can't
when
and
"They like to run,
Seattle Center Coliseum.
Jones and 6-9 Bobby Jones-on
"If we-can win one of these run their offense very welland the ball .out of bounds under
frontline.
the
.
explained
the
Davis
basket,"
involved
first two, We are sitting get more people
Seattle beat Phoenix in
"If the fast break ..ian't
pretty," said Buse. "And if we
Combined with a cold night
can win the first pne, we might there,— - they-'-re- confident three of four regular season for the Iceman, San Antonio's
enough that they can do into games and in the process held George Gervin, the 76ers
be able to win the second."
If your house is
their offense and cet the Suns to an average of 104 romped to a 120-99 victory
the
best-of-seven
Genie 2 of
.five years old, or less, you may qualify for
points a game,far below their Thursday and brought the
series is set for Friday night in something."
!(:)
of 115.
expected
average
Allstate's"New House 10% Discount."'
is
ng
K
ingdome.
the
Reboundi
series back to Philadelphia.
"We have as much
Give us a call and get in on the savings.
A sellout crowd of 14,098 is be the, key in -the SeattleIn the sixth game Sunday
expected in the Coliseum. The Phoenix matchup. Seattle quickness as they do. Boar- that Silas couldn't believe
Kingdome, the Sonics' regular runs when the opportunity' dwise we're a little stronger. would happen, the Spurs had
Phone Or See
home, will house a baseball exists. Phoenix prefers to run They probably shoot a little Philadelphia's big front line
Bob Billington CPCU
game between the Seattle all the time. But without the -better than we do. I look for a figured out better and Erving
You're in good hands.
dynamite series,•• said looked like he had a cold,
Mariners and the Baltimore basketball, that's imtiossible
Owen Billington
I o NorthArooltIII
•Iate
veteran Sonic forward Paul scoring oak). 15 points in 43
prohablY
"Our front line is
Orioles.
Guy Billington
The
the defending our biggest strength, that and Silas.
Sonics,
The
minutes.
Tom Scruggs
Murray Insurance
San Antonio may be in the
conference champions, enter our backcourt, because it adds
National
games."
its
Dan Shipley
driver's seat of
- Agency
In the third period, the 76ers
the series fresh from a 4-1 so many things to the
said Seattle guard Fred Basketball Association playoff got stuck, scoring only 13
the points and going for 5:08
against
series
Brown.
"I would say the guards and Philadelphia 76ers, but the without a point. -rebounding will be the key. Spurs will have to get their
"Only time I was more
They--Suns) have guFs a‘ho shooting back on track if they frustrated than that was when
can get out on the breal real expect to' win the Eastern my Corvette .broke down,"
fast, but you can't run a :ta ,ut Division 'semifinals.
said Dawkins. "I had to ride
What started out as a breeze back in the tow truck That's
the ball."
for the Spurs has come down how I felt."
Buse, the Suns' deft'•:
to a nail-biting finale.' The
specialist who team'
But the Sixers played tough
shooter Paul Westphaltl, L.773 Sixers haven't been pretty, defensively, holding the Spurs
drivers, due
Pn- but they ha4 fought back to 37 points in the second half.
a potent backcourt
Colonial is in need of owner/operator or operation with
Sia'lle from a 3-1 deficit to even the And Dawkins -asserted himfears
he
said
bination,
business_andadditional authority.
.
-•
--wow{-tab- -ehtitryin:4wee-11• aeries at three-games iipieee.:
•
ng-drive in.as
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn.\War" Ca:4 operati
pace proper'rd tiiCrarrlit --The deriding gtme will be •
get ,the -urge -in certain
Wednesday in San Antonio.
game Phoenix likes. • _
well as refrigerated vans.
"1.-sa id -the..22-yearsituetionsr
a
have
driver's
and
the
cab tractor
"Yeh, we're in
-Seattle slows it down.'
who rallied the
center,
If you have alatelnodel,3 axle diesel, sleeper
old
road
is a slinber seat," , San- Antonio Coach Sixers from a. 13-point deficit
the
game
said.
over
"Their
years
2
of
m
minimu
a
with
age
of
driver at least 25 years
..
Doug
after the Saurs'
tempo. If we can get the lead,..j3e
a favor and conearly in the fourth quarter
experience and a good background, then do yourself
we can make them playwent up 3-1. "But there cduld _ with a jumper, two thundering
accident
game."
tact Carl McBride (901Y784-4951 at Humbolt, Tn,
dunks and two clean blocks.
Spurs' captain James Silas
Phoenix 'forward WV"'r

By the Associated,Press
LOUISVILLE — To hear
Bud Dili) extol the greatness
of Spectacular Bid, one would
think the trainer of the Kentucky Derby favorite had few
worries.
"I clOn't look it,- said the
veteran trainer, "but I feel the
pressure inside. I have to
worry about him accidentally
kicking the side of the barn, or
feeling goad, jumping and
coming down on some pebbles. If something happens,
it's the end of the ball game.
"My job is to get him over
there on Saturday."
Over there is historic
Churchill Downs, where
America's most famous horse
race, the 105th running of the
$200,000-added Derby, will be
run 'Afore a crowd of more
than 100,000.
Spectacular. Bid, who. has
won 10 straight stakes -Faces,
is expected to face eight rivals
test for 3-yearin the
olds. Most formidable opponent figures to be Flying
Paster, :the West Coast
campaigner.
"He's going to run the race
—

of his life on Saturday,'" said
Delp of his colt, owned by the.
Farm.
Wawksworth
"Definitely..."
Wearing a light blue windbreaker inscribed on the
bac* with -SpectaAilar Bid Is
Spectacular," Delp who made
his mark on the Maryland
circuit and has his first Derby
horse, sized up the Derby as a
twohorse race.
"If we lose, it's going to be
to Flying Pastec and on
Saturday, they'll separate the—
champions from the rest. But I
don't want to lose, I don't want
anybody around me thinking
about losing." ,
Spectacular Bid, whose last
victory came in the Blue
Grass Stakes at Keeneland
last Thursday, galloped two
miles Monday. "He's fit, "
added Delph. "He _couldn't
blow out a candle after the
gallop."
Flying Paster, owned by
Ben Bidder and a son .a
Gummo, broke the Hollywood
Derby stakes record set by
Affirmed, last year's Triple
Crown winner, with a clock*
of 1:473-5 for la4

Now Enjoy Our

Spaghetti Special
at

Two Places!

Save 10 percenton
Allstate Homeowners
insurance for your
new home.

Allstate

ATTENTION
TRUCKERS!!!

Italian Spaghetti
Special
With Garlic Bread ond , Price On
Combinohon Salad(with Mead)
Dining
Only

Super Special For Kids
Spaghetti and Salad

Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
Includes As Alwoys

FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS

You Can't Eat This Good
at home for 99'
NOW LUXURIOUS
DINING FOR
380 PEOPLE

y
2

Price
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High School Golf-

PAGI

Baylor Rips Record
Books; Home Run
Leads A's Over Sox

Cohoon Fires A 68
To Propel Murray
Greg Cohoon used a hole-inone and an eagle en route to a
sizzling four-under-par 68,
helping the Murray High boys
hi a 295-315 victory over Tilghman at the Murray Country
Club in high school golf
Nesterday.

INhoon aced the 155-yard
par-three No. 2 hole and
chipped in for an eagle on the

par-51144o. 14. Howard Boone
and Lynn Sullivan each shot
74s, and Trent Jones added a
79.
Tilghman, winners of the
recent Marshall County
Invitational, lost for thefifst
time this season. It was paced
by Buddy Bryant, who shot a
69.
Murray High upped its
record to 23-3.

By the Associated Press
April was a hot month for
Don Baylor — figuratively
speaking, of course. And his
figures include 28 runs batted

•Jones'44 Pushes
Tigers To Victory
Velvet Jones shot a 44 to
help the Murray High girls
golf team to al95-203_triumph
_Mayfield yeiter
—diyafternoon.
Connie Spann added a 49.

Christine Spann had a 50 and
Joe Beth Oakley finished with
a52.
The Tiger girls, now 3-1,
travel to Mayfield Wednesday.

High School Tennis

• Calloway High third baseman Bill Berberich prepares to field a ball hit his way during
yesterday's game against Wingo.
The Lakers fell 5-1. staff ptboto by Tony Wilson

Murray High Girls
Blank Mayfield 970
IMA YFIEID 7The Murray
High girls raced to their
second straight victory, in
• bombing
Mayfield
9-0
esterday.

Byars 8-0: and Jennie Smith
beat Patricia Brightwell 8-3.
In doubles, Jackson-Outland
aced Wolfe-Pryor 8-0 at No. 1;
Carol Dick and Jones beat
Beth Byars and Kim Sanert 8Candy Jackson stopped Lori 2, and Katherine Dick and
Wolfe 8-0 at No. 1 singles; Smith edged past Leslie Byars
Kathy Outland blanked Lisa and Miller 8-5 at No. 3.
Pry or 8-0; Carol Dick-defeated
The Tiger girls, who played
Beth Byars 8-4; Starr ,Jones at Christian County in a
blitzed Laurie Miller 8-0; makeup rrfatch today, are at
Kathryn Dick! bombed Leslie St. Mary Thursday.

Tiger Boys Dropped
7-2 BY Cardinals
MAYFIELD — Murray
High won- two of the ,three
doubles _matches, but b.y. then
Mayfield held a 6-0 lead and
was well on its way to a 7-2
victory over the Tiger boys in
tennis action yesterday.
At. No. 2 doubles, Mickey
Cochran and Paul.._Austin
stopped the Cardinal' Chris
Harwood and Kenny Summner 8-6, and at No. 3, Mike
Cappock and Greg Morton
heat John Dolan and Stan
Wyatt 8-6.
Mark Overbey lost 8-0 to

hlayfield's Barry Elliott at
No. 1 singles; Cochran fell 8-0
to Jeff Stahr at No. 2,; Brent
Warner', was beaten. 8-3 by
Sumrnner at No. 3; Austin fell
8-5 to ('hris Harwood at No. 4,
Cappock was defeated 8-6 by
Dolan at No. 5 and Russell
Edwards was eliminated 8-2
by Kerry Sins. •
In No. 1 doubles, OverbeyWarner lost 8-1 to ElliottStarr.
The Tigers, now 0-2, travel
to Paducah St. Mary Thursday.

Cromartie Pushes Hitting Streak
As Montreal Drops Dodgers 8-4
tly the Associated Press
The hottest sticks in Montreal aren't being -wielded by
Guy
Lafleur, _Jacques
Lemaire and Steve Shutt of
Les Canadiens but rather by.
Warren Cromartie, Gary
Carter and Andre Dawsori of
the Club de Baseball Montreal
Limitee —Alias the Expos.
Cromartie and Dawson are
voltigeurs foutfielders and
Carter is a receveur catcher 1. but above all they are
frappeurs lbattersi, even if
they aren't French Don't be
fooled by Dawson's first
name; he hails from Miami,
Fla.
Carter and Dawson each
homered while Cromartie
stretched his hitting streak to
a club record-tying 18 games
— c'est magnifique! — with a
two-out infield hit that
triggered a four-run first
inning MondaY as the Expos
. won their sixth game in a row,
defeating the I.os Angeles
Dodgers 8-4.
•
The triumph enabled the
Expos to remain tied atop the
National League East with the
Philadelphia Phillies, who
handed the San Francisco
Giants their eighth consecutive setback 4-1.

Elsewhere, the Houston
Astros rallied for four rims in
the top of the ninth inning and
nipped the St. Louis C,ardinals
6-5 while the New York Mets
edged the San Diego Padres 4A tlanta, Chicago, Cincinnati
and Pittsburgh were not
scheduled.
Phillies 4, Giants 1
Greg Luzinski's two-run
homer and a solo shot by
Garry Maddox powered
Philadelphia
-o‘.'er
San
Francisco. Dick Ruthven. 4-0.
pitched six innings befOre
leaving with a tender elbow.
He was relieved by 'Tug
McGraw, who , hurled three
scoreleas innings. 1 uzirisk i
singled a run across in the.
first inning. Maddox hornerei
in the second and Lunnsici
connected in the third.
Thu eight-game ;osing'
streak matches the 'Ilants•
longest since they moved froni.
New York to San Frac-wise° in
1958.

Schultz. Enos Cabell's double
and singles by Bob Watson
and Art Howe chased Bruno.
Pinch-hitter Jeff Leonard
greeted Schultz with a
sacrifice fly to tie the score
and one out later Puhl hit his
second home run in as many
games. Ken Reitz homered for
.St. Louis, which collected six
extra-base hits.

Mets 4, Padres 3
Doug Flynn singled home
the winning run in.the seventh
inning after Joel Youngblood
singled off reliever Bob
Shirley, 0-4, with one out and
stole second. The Padres had
tied it on Fernando Gonzalez'
home run in the top of the
seventh off winner Craig
Swan.

The Mariners tied the game
7-7 in the bottom of the ninth
when Bill Stein walked to lead
off and pinch-hitter Joe
Simpson hit his second homer
of the year.
The California Angels'
A's 5.Bed Sox 4
exalted outfielder simply tore
Jeff Newman tied the score
through April and ripped up
with a two-out hOme roptfie
the American League record
bottom of the ninth iiiningtand
book in the process.
then socked a two-out, runContinuing to produce in
scoring single in the 11th to
_machine-like fashion, Baylor lead Oakland
over Boston.
delivered
bases-loaded
The A's totaled only five hits
single in the bottom of the in
the game played before
ninth inning Monday night to.
their biggest home crowd of
provide the Angels with a 2-1 the
year — 14,716 — but three
victory over the New-,York of
those hits were homers.
Yankees.
Brewers 8, Indians,0
Jim Slaton fired a twoAmerican League hitter, ben Ogilvie powered
two home runs and Gorman
Baylor's 111-31 broke Joe Thomas slammed a three-run
Rudi's mark of 27 in 1977. The shot to pace Milwaukee over
major league mark for RBI in (leveland.
April is 29, set by Ron Cey in
Rangers 8. Royals 7
1977.
Richie Zisk keyed a five-riin
Baylor not only drove in the rally in the third inning with a
winning run, but was partly two-run single and made a
responsible for California's spectacular catch in right
initial.run. He broke up a no- field to smother a Kansas City
hit bid by Ecl- Figueroa with a uprising in the sixth as Texas
single in the fifth and even- beat the Royals.
tually scored on Carney
I.ansford's base hit. The
Angels' victory' set a Club.
record for triumphs in April —
15.
In other American Leagne
action Monday night, the
Baltimore Orioles edged the
Seattle Mariners 8-7 in 10
innings; the Oakland A's
defeated the Boston Red Sox 54 in 11 innings; the Milwaukee
Brewers
trimmed
the
Cleveland Indians 8-0; the
Minnesota Twins beat the
Toronto Blue Jays 6-3 and the
Texas Rangers nipped the
May De its time to see the new
Kansas City Royals 8-7.
—anavety-rMiabk —A B Dick

See your copier
serviceman
often?

Orioles 8, Mariners-7 ,
Eddie Murray's third RBI of
the game, a bases-lOaded
grounder in the 10th, boosted
superstar
SPRINGFIELD, Mass.
were coaches Ray Baltimore
over Seattle. Billy
Wilt Chamberlain, one of the Meyer of DePaul, Edgars•
Smith led off the Baltimore
best big men to play the game Hickey of Creighton, John
10th with a single but was
of basketball, entered its Hall McClendon of Tennessee, Pete
forced at second on Al
of Fame along with six other Newell; who coached the 1959
Bumbry's grounder to third
non-playing inductees.
*IICA,A_ _champion California
base. Rich Dauer then singled
Golden Bears, the late Justin and
Ken Singleton walked to
Joining the 42-year-old. "Sam" Barry of Southern
load the bases, setting up
fctrruer Philadelphia, San California and referee James
Murray's game-winning
FranciAco and Los1_Angeles.:7, Enright.
grounder.

Six Enter Hall Of Fame

991 plain paper copier
990 has all Of the ,f110sf
- *anted. features of machines
costing 50h. more—including
,the versaluity to make 11'• 17'
copies. Copy both sides. and
use mast my kind paper ohcluding overhead ILansparen.
cies and labels
The

Call us today ,

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247 5912

HIGHEST RATE

Astros 6,Cardinals 5
Terry Puhl's tiT'o-run horn...7
capped a four-run Houston
rally in the top of the ninth
Trailing 4-2, the Astros teed
off on Tom Bruno and
•

••

MPG Sale
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More Pontiacs to the Gallon Sale
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6-inonth or 26-week Money Market Certificate*
$10,000 minimum deposit
48 Months Financing (Bank & 0mA0)

Our Grand Prix's mileage has improved 46% in comparing
1975 to 1979, and No full-size car sold in this country gets a
better EPA estimate for gas mileage than the full-size
Catalina. How's that for economy!
See Jim Kuykendoll, Jerry Hopkins, Mike Outland or Wells Purdom Jr
Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac

This rate is effective Thursday, April 26th, through
Wednesday, May 2nd.
Open an account at this rate and it will be
guaranteed for the full 6-month or 26-week term.
Federal regulations prohibit any federally insured
financial institution to compound interest daily on Mone
y
Market Certificates.

SMisfied Casimir:ire Our
•
Main Concern
,

1406 Wesi'llai'n-153-5315-4

tifill

•

roi 161
•

LENDER

sls

1

•ISLA

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUC
KV.

*Substantial interest penalty required by federal law on early

withdrawal from-Certificates.
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Sports At A Glance
Major League Standings
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
EAST
W
L
Pet. GB
W
L
Pd. GB
sfanneal
14 _ 5
737
Boston
13
7
4160
iluladelphaa
14
5
737
Baltunure
14
9
6•9
it Louis
6 10
474
5
Milwaukee
13
9
591
1
'heap
V
471
5
New York
II
11
476
Nem Yuri'
11 10
444
54
: Detroit
7
9
438
4
Pittsburgh
7 II
390
6,-)
Toronto
7 15
318
7
WEST
(leveland
6 14
300
Houston
15
6
714
WEST
In,cinnat
11
10
524
4 . CAW°true
II
8
652
10 14
De Angeles
417
k`i
Minnesota
13
650
7
(oi
San Diego
9 14
.391
7
, Trees
12
632
7
San Francisco
9 14
391
7
.4asisas City
11
10
524
3
Athena
7 13
350
IN
dik•age
9 11
460
Mondays(Awn
Oakland
364
• 14
6,
Montreal 8. 14.+41 Angeles 4
Seattle
8
15
348
Ilulacielphia 4. San Francisco 1
Meadsy's
Games
New York 4, San Diego 3
Minnesota 6. Toronto 3
Houston 6. St LOW]5
Milwaukee 9, Cleveland 0
Only games scheduled
Texas 8 Kansas City 7
Tn4/414W11 (Ainti
California 2, New York I
Con Angeles ) Welch 24) at Montreal
Oakland 5. Boston 4, 11 innings
2-0)
lee
Baltimore 8, Seattle 7, 10Tnnings
San Francisco ) Krwpper 1-2 at Phila.
Only games scheduled
ielptua Espinosa 34), in
AUanta IP Niekrn 2-41 at Pittsburgh
Tuesday's Games
Blyleven 0-21, n )
Minnesota ilCoosmair 4-0 at Toronto
tlucago IhIcGlothen 2-2) at Cincinnati
(Jeffersun 0-1}, in)
Norman 1-21, I ni
Milwaukee 'Sorensen 3.21 at Cleveland
San Diego (Perry 2-11 at New York
(Parton 0-1 ), in
rwitchell 641, in)
Detroit Baker (1-2) at Chicago (Kravec
Bouston Richard 401 at St Louis )Mar•
0-21, in )
), in)
Texas (Alexarkkr 1-11 at Kansas City
Wedeesdey's Games
)Splittorff 3-2i. in)
Atlanta in Pittsburgh, ono
Boston (Stanley 2-1) at Oakland i MiiiHouston at St LULUS, Im
etto 1-0), (n)
thiclgo at t'utrinnati, )n
New York (Tiant 0-1) at Cabtornla
(Only Karnes scheduled
(Tanana 2-31, (n)

Nifty Knuckler No.200

NBA Playoffs
Wednesday's Game
Philadelphia at San Antunio
Game I
Washington 103 Atlanta $6e
Game 2
Atlanta 107, Washuigton 99
Genie 3
Washington 116, Atlanta 77
Geese I
Wastungton 120. Atlanta 118. VT
Camel
Atlanta 107, Washington 103
Game 6
AUanta 104, Washington M
Simaay's Game
Washington 100, Atlanta k.
Easters Ceidereace Fleets
Best el Sesta Series
Wastungton vs 'Son
Antonio-Pinta_
delphos winner

%testers Csaleresee Flame
Best ed Seers Series
Tuesday's Gime
Phoenix at Seattle, )fl)
Friday May 4
Phoenix at Seattle, (n)
Smedley May I
Seattle at Phoenix ,
Tuesday May
Seattle at Phoenix, in)
Friday May It
Phoems at Seattle, in), if necessary
Seiedey May 13
Seattle at Phoenix. if necessary
Tuesday May U
Phoenix at Seattle, in). if necessary

Braves Niekro Tries For Pitching Plateau Tonight

NHL Playoffs
Smiths's' Resat,
Best el heses Series
Series '1'
Game 1
New York Hangers 4. New York Wanders 1
Saturday's Game
New York Islanders 4, New York
Hangers 3, OT
Tiredly's Game
New York Islanders at New York
Rangers, rn)
Thursday's Gaeke
• New York Isanders at New York.
Hangers, in)
fiatiedny May 6
New York Rangers at New York Islanders, in)
Tuesday May 8
New Vett Isbuiders at New York
Rangers,(n), if necessary
Thursday May 18
New York Rangers at New York Islanders, ) n LI necessary
Series '1 Game 1
Montreal 4, Boston 2 •
Saterday's Game
Montreal 5 Boston 2
Tuesday's Game
Montreal at Fiostan, in)
Thursday's Game
Montreal at Boston, in)
Saturday May 5
Boston at Montreal, In), if necessary
Tuesday May II
Montreal at Boston,
If necessary
Thursday May 111
Boston at Montreal, in), if necessary

rn
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a
ht
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Everyone wants to save money and most everyone
wants a vacation_...so how about one in...

FABULOUS LAS VEGAS!!

From now until May 11th, 1979 When you purchase
any New AMC car or Jeep in stock, you'll receive...
4 Days and 3 nights of Hotel Accomodations
at no extra cost plus a special Bonus Las Vegas Fun
Package.

By HAL BOCK
format as a mathematics
AP Sports Writer
teaching aid for kids. It was
Atlanta's Phil Niekro goes only supposed to take an hour
after his 200th major league or so but this one went longer
victory tonight in Pittsburgh and the people running the
and that's no big deal unless show offered to usher him out
you happen to like nice guys.
a side door.
Niekro is one of the best and
But Nie,krgwould have none
among those fans pulling for of that. fle it&isted on sticking
him to hit that pitching around rather than disappoint
plateau tonight are thousands the kids. That's the kind of guys,
of people you never heard of. he is and the kids, being more
They are kids who walk with astute than most people
braces on their legs or who realize, understood and apdon't have a father to turn to, preciated the presence of a big
underprivileged kids who leaguer for the full "game."
some segments of society
Niekro himself is no kid. A
have forgotten.
month ago today, he
Phil Niekro hasn't forgotten celebrated his 40th birthday,a
them' and because of that, cause for concern for most
they're his fans forever.
athletes. Don't start worrying
When a community project about him though. With the
or charity program asks the amount of strain the
Braves for some help, the club knuckleball puts on his arm,
knows it can always turn to he could pitch for another
Niekro, who is one of decade and maybe win
baseball's most involved another 100 or so games.
players when it comes to
The club isn't planning
giving of his time and himself. anything specific tonight
but
Ask him to explain his in- there just might be a
little
volvement and the Braves' champagne spilled in
the
knuckleballer shrugs it off.
"I guess I did it as sort of a
Little League,
way to pay baseball back, a
way to thank basebball for all
Pony League
it's done for me," Niekro said.
-You just can't keep taking
things forever without giving Tryouts Scheduled
a little back. I want to help
Little League registration
people for myself, my family
and tryouts will be held
and
the
Braves'
Wednesday and Thursday at
organization."
4:30
p.m. at the Little League
So, the March of Dimes, the
Empty Stocking Fund, the Big field at the Murray-Calloway
Brothers, the Spina Bif,ida County Park.
Boys and girls ages 11 or 12
Association
and
other
are
eligible to try out,and they
charities have benefitted from
Niekro's involvement. And it's must be accompanied by a
not just lip service either. The birth certificate and a $15
Atlanta pitcher takes his registration fee.
commitment deeply.
•
Registration for Park
Once Niekro made an ap- League will be held Saturday
pearance for St. Regis Math from 10:30 a.m. until noon
at
Baseball, a learning program the Park League park.
that uses flash cards in a
The league is open to all
simulated baseball game seven- and eight-year-olds.

•

40.
4.4...Y:a

dressing room if Niekro's Atlanta remembers to
scork•
knucklers dance their way enough runs to win the
game
past the Pirate bats and for him.

inner
for 979
,
64 1

The
adrPer
02 pieces of fish filet
ocrisp french fries
*creamy cole slaw
*2 Southern-Style
hush puppies
*free 10 oz. soft drink
Reg $2.34

SAVE 55`

Monday thru Thursday

Captain D's
seafood

And

ALitt‘ri
Samsonite luggage on the gal

eamc\/14 19 AMC

Available In
Dover White,
Columbine B/ ue,
Silver Slate,&
Bronco Brown.

-.mamma.

Air Conditioning Sale
On 1979 AMC Cars only $29900

0
/0

-

-

a .

Oii

11

•

Through May 31st, 1979

a

•

""..soesse

•
Jeep '0-4

P)civp

Featuring our easy come.
easy go cartwheels'

Samsonite -

)een Wagoneer Landed

Jeep,

•

TOWEL ENSEMBLES

GOWNS & Rugs
By Loraine
With purchase of a new 1979 Jeep CJ-5
or CJ-7 equipped with factory approved
Wick or whits Soft Top.
April 11 thru June 10, 1979

Pay Only $99.00 for Soft Top

With purchase of a new 1979 Jeep
Cherokee

1/2 Prices

Ladies Pre-Washed - Reg. $22.00

April 11 thru June 10, 1979

Pax only $99.00 for Automatic Transmission with Quadra-Trac (HiRange)

Come by now and talk vacation and savings with one
of our salesmen.

•

Denim Jeans $1 1 99

BATH TOWEL
HAND TOWEL
WASH CLOTH
BATH TOWEL
HARD TOWEL
WASH CLOTH

753-6448

en Evenings By Appointment

Rog. $2.49 es' "
••••••,

Rog.$1.49 se* 1"
Nog.$3.49 seas2"
Rog. $2.29 HI,si 77

•

Rig. $1.49 •••

Ar;

•

Ladies' Shoes

-.4•••••1.4
.

Values to
$23 00

9588

mmonni•
mEN•

'

Values to $ 17 00

Cain's AMC,Jee_p
Inc.

Rig. $3.99 "
2
5331

ON

•

641 North

••••••-.

••••••IIP

Ladies'
Dresses

25 5°/0

"
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• $1288
Ladies'

•
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Timex Mini

• 1.•—• Alarm Clock!

$2195

With Convenient Travel Case
.
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Hubbard Favors Mining Department
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP)
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Kr,
a
candidate
for
the
Democratic nomination for
governor, says he favors
creation of a new department
of mining to promote the coal
industry and coordinate
agencies that regulate it
"There is a long list of state
and feclil•-al agencies which
regulate some aspect of coal
productiorPiand I believe we
must do what is possible in
Frankfort to coordinate these
regulatory actions so that coal
production can be increased,"
Hubbard said Monday at a
rally at the Rowan County
('ourthouse at Morehead.
"Small mines are being
forced out of business by the
hundreds in Kentucky, and
thousands of jobs are being
lost," Hubbard said. And it
seems that government
acencies ;ire competing to

•

and supervise mines; expedite
issuance of permits for new
operations, and coordinate
rail service so that enough
freight cars are available in
mining areas.
He said the department also
would assist miners in obtaining compensation and
disability benefits; promote
Kentucky coal nationally and
internationally; seek methods
of converting coal to gas and
liquid „fuels; supervise
reclamation and develop new
methods of protecting the
environment, and coordinate
with the Bureau of Highways
the improverAent of coal-haul
roads.
"Coal.is Kentucky's ace in
the hole. But this is not a
friendly poker game. The
stakes are no less than the
future prosperity . of this
region and our state," Hub:.
bard said.

throw obstacles in the path of
increased coal production."
-One coal mining operation
can be' inspected by as man).
as 10 different state and
federal officials, and I believe
this number can be reduced
while still protecting the
safety of miners and the
quality of our environment,"
he said.
Also, he said,"Roads in east
Kentucky must be upgraded to
insure the safety of the public
as well as to provide for the
transportation of coal. And I
think that state government
must take strong action to
ensure that rail service in
is
Kentucky
eastern
adequate."
Hubbard said he would.
favor creation of a state
department of mining that
would coordinate activities of
state officials who regulate

NO GAS SHORTAGE HERE

grAL
Tracy Weaver, a fifth

grader from Murray East
Elementary, watches a weaving demonstration on the

loom at TVA's Empire Farm. Approximately 1,885
students visited the farm recentiv and observed the
sheep shearing and wool processing demonstration in
Land Between The Lakes.

Third Annual Labor
Management Conference
Set At Dam May 9-11

Buy any new 1979 Mercury Marquis
or Mercury Cougar XR7 and we will
furnish FREE all the high-test
unleaded gas the car will use during
warranty period. Arrangements
made with Murray Amoco, So. 12th
at Glendale Rd.

FRANKFORT — The third
annual
Labor-Management
Conference, scheduled for
May 9-11 at Kentucky Dam
Village State Resort Park, will
offer labor, management and
government leaders an opportunity to meet away from
the traditional bargaining
table.
The conference, a three-day
event, is an effort by the state
commerce
labor
and
departments to provide a
relaxed atmosphere for
representatives to further
improve the positive and open
communication among the
groups1 Commerce Commissioner Carroll Knicely
said.
"The conference provides a
unique
opportunity for
representatives to meet,
discuss areas of interest and
socialize," he said. "It is a
great chance for constructive
dialogue and a renewed
cooperative effort towards
improved economic
development in Kentucky. The
conference gives-us the ability

Buy any Mercury Marquis or Cougar XR7 from our
stock during the month of May and receive coupon for
gas at NO CHARGE.
- SEE AUBREY HATCHER OR TOM MOORE

Hatcher
Auto Sales
Authorized dealer for Lincoln Mercury, Toyota
GEC Trucks

515 So, 12th Street
- Murray,Ky.-753-4961
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4. HELP WANTED

FOR SALE
30 Inch insulated topper for short .wheel
base pickup. $150. Call
753-5322 after 4p.m.

, 3. CARD OF THANKS
TO ONE and all that helped
to make our 50th year
Wedding Anniversary a
-happy one for us„ fot all the
gifts, flowers, the reception,
and everything, we thank
you very much And may you
have the same long years or
short, may they be happy
ones, and God bless you
through them all. Myrtle and
Lloyd Underhill.
WE WANT to thank the
people who were so kind to us
during the illness and death
of our mother, Mrs Martha
E Armstrong We'd like to
thank Or Charles Clark, and
the nurses and staff of the
Murray Calloway County
Hospital for their kindness
and understanding
Also,
Bro Jim Glass for the kind
words, to 'Jim and Linda
Wilson for the lovely songs
and music Special thanks to
all the pallbearers, friends
and neighbors for the food
and flowers, and cards, to the
Max
Churchill
Funeral
.Home Family of Martha E
Armstrong
S. LOST & FOUND
LOST SEVEN year old male
Beagle in Wiswell area, no
--tollar Phone 753 5739
LOST
AUSTRAILAN
Shepherd, 2 year old, white,
gray and black Lost on S 121
Reward! Call 753 2167
LOST ONE -large box of
maternity clothes Call 435
.1178

Silting House Cleaning
Special
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Physically handicapped people in need Ofeirellent
job'. With 90 day training evaluation program,
liberal drawing account, and transportation furnished without loss of disability Social Security
benefits. THISJOB IS FOR YOU. Leading chemical
company owned and operated by physically handicapped people has openings for men and women.
Must be free to travel five state area while training.
Apply in person to Joe Otts, Room 105 at King's Inn
Motel, U.S. 60 West Si I 24 Paducah on Thursday
10:00 a.m.-400 p.m. No Phone Calls.
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6, HELP WANTED

EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators Apply 19
person,
Calloway
Manufacturing
Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray, KY. •
EXPERIENCED
BEAUTICIAN. Call 753 7674
TWO SHORT order cooks,
one full time, one part time
Kentucky
Lake- Lodge
Restaurant, Aurora, KY,
Phone 474 2259..
LADIES FOR production
Man for mixer operator and
a driver.. Apply in person aT
Kentucky candy Company.
Almo, KY.
PART TIME, full time
Position opening soon in your
area Earn-S6 10 58 per'hour
Must be 18, car and phone
required
For interview
apply at Guthrie Building,
SUite .4A, 517 Broadway,
Paducah Monday through
wednesday I to ID,
-

NEED A
SUMMER JOB?
6 week camp for
college students with 2
years
more
or
remaining at M.S.U.
Get $4.50 with room
and board furnished.
No obligation. Army
ROTC. 762-3746

FULL TIME florist designer.
send resume to Box 31 N.
Murray, KY.
_
lb. Rlissrosy Strisei Ihiparfmos* We topeeistes, for fon
powers implorisorf
Applications may les oir4eive4
et tIve City Cleri's effic• S.
516 wed ropier Street unta •
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•pierefiag ender so @IR/vestry, OCtial
lay Clerk
S•••rafte•deen
SECRETARIAL POSITION
Bookkeeping. double entry
posting. typing, shorthand
Ekcellent
benefits,
good starting salary Send resume
to
Holton
/S.
Meluoin
In;1,r1r.rp Arjvt,
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Auto body
wanted.

man

repair

Experience
necessary. Apply in person Bowker and Farley

Auto Trim, Andrus Ave.,
Murray, 753-0153..

A

NEW LISTING
Here is the one you have been waiting for,
beautiful cottage on water front lot, also boat
dock. Located in Paradise Subdivision. Has nine
rooms including two baths, plenty of shade, fully
furnished you can move in 10 days after deed. It
can't be described, you'll have to see. Price
$70,000.
•
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BIBLE CALL
Hear: -Why Does
Allow
God
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I LEGAL NOTICE
I. LLOYD McKinney, will not
be responsible for any debts
other than my own, on or
after this date, May 1, 1979.
2, NOrICE

FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE
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to further solidify our labormanagement relationship—
me we should all be proud of."
More than 500 participants
are expected to attend the
conference, which will feature
working seminars, a golf
tournament, tennis and
fishing.
Seminar topics include
safety and health, alcoholism
and labor mediation. The
research
planning
and
division of the. Commerce
Department will conduct a
program on the changing
American work force.

.12th Si Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

Ake
IHUICT

He said recent statements portant issue is his support for
BOWLING. GREEN . Ky.
(AP) — Republican guber- by Nunn outlining coal a constitutional amendment to
natorial hopeful Ray White 'proposals and other positions limit state spending. He also
has predicted that he can indicated "we have reached said there should be "a
defeat former Gov, Louie the stage where we can no moratorium on nuclear power
longer ignore the issues."
Nunn in the May 29 primary.
plants until we can ascertain
regulations" to
"We very well could win by
White said the most im- necessary
a rather substantial margin,"
controLtm.
said White, a Bowling Green
lawyer, evven thougtf Nunn
has raised about three times
the campaign funds that White
has accrued.
White said at a Monday ACROSS
DOWN.
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
news conference as he opened
1 Goad
1 Hindustani
P ACT
A-F:A R
5 Evergreen
his campaign headquarters in
..• •
2 Highway
E
VOF
T.
0ITE
8
Asian
sea
3 Male goose
4 •:
Bowling Green that he was
N EVER
12 HOfse color
R.ESE
4 Finished
accomplishing the goal of
i ti i C SL
0
5 Sable e g '
13
Employ
increasing recognition of his
P ITH
t)- E
HAS
6 Exists
name around the state and 14 MiSs Lollo7 Crimson
03 313O E,EM FA
• brigida
believes he has "an excellent 15 Anger
8 Trumpeter
331 30 LA P1
bird
chance of winning it."
33 330390 0
9 Srnall wave
He said Nunn's campaign 17•Arranged in
3013 30 am
loldi
10 Dillseed
fund collections of $224,378 19 Cow s milk
-301M3 MGM
11 Female
3333330 13 A
through April 23 compared to
gland
16 Ireland
333
3350 3
his own collections of $82,374
18 Actual
20 Vacant
MOO 30ES
did not necessarily mean, 21 Redact
22 Instruments in
23 — rarebit
Nunn would uset.
23 Lament
24 The self
37 Secure
of Athena
"It's important to have 24 Transgress
25 Staff
38 Longed for
46 Hydromel
money for a viable cam- 26 Story
27 Contend
40 Tears
47 Girl S name
paign," White said, but he said 28 Head Pall
42 Turkish de29 Fuss
49 Turf
there has sometimes been 31 Proceed
30 Quarrel
cree
50 Cul
35 Weirder
"adverse reaction" from the 32 Lubricate
43 Vehicle '
44 AppelfatiOn
36 Nip
53 Pronoun
public to candidates who have 33 Perform
34 Poem
raised large amounts.
I
2 3 4
3 6
7
s 9ii i 1
He noted that Jack Butcher 36 Consecrate
raised more than Lamar 38 Farm animal 2111 13 II 14
Alexander in last fall's Ten- 39 Goddess of 15
discord
Ile
all I g
nessee governor's race but
lf
41 Filament
lost the race.
.
21
72
23
The former state senate, 43 ProOfreadmark
er s
IIII
said Nunn appeared to have 45 Shape
24 23
26
21 lal 30
•
52755
become more concerned about 48 Straightens
31 5
32 111111
33
the 'May 29 primary after he 50 Tossed
33
37
initially "implied that he 51 Musical in- 34
IS would ignore me. The imstrument
39 40
47
plication was that he had the 52 Be in debi
AS
primary wrapped up. Now I 54 College
Illa 47
notice that he is buying sub441
heaCS
' 49
50
stantial amounts of TV time 5.5 Sailors
51
52 53
54
and talking more about 56 Moisture
III
57 Icelandic
Se
issues."
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FREE GAS DURING WARRANTY
12 Months or 12,000 Miles

HOttt CAN 1 Do A REPORT
ON HANNOAL MARCE 7
(VE NEVER kEARD OF HEM!

Ray White Predicts That He
Can Defeat Nunn in Primary

NEW OFFICE HOURS
NInnilaN -Frida 7 10-Noon
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TOMORROW: Co .1(f

Closed All Da) Wed
Satitrda

7 30til 5 96

PIIKI HAIRCUT 51.50
PRICE SHAVE 51 .25
For hospital IL Meese cells pleete cell 753.36115 ewe iley EH el
term* Hoary Peak Service.
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JUST LISTED
3 Bedroom brick on one acre of land, located on
Palestine road, has large living room, built-ins,
wall to wall carpet, two baths, large closets, new
outside storage, wide road frontage. This is one
of the best listings in the county. Call for an appointment to see at only $36,500.

Guy Spann
Realtx

,
y
ramYour Key People In Real Estate

24 Hour Number
753-7724
Helen
Spann 753.8579

James Green 436-2430

Guy Spann 753-2587
Prentice Dunn 753-5725

Or

PI

3
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6. HELP WANTED
27. MOB. HOME SALES
EXPERIENCED
TOBACCO scaffold 12 X 60 TWO BEDROOM,
PAIN-- NEW
TERS needed Call 753 9382 wagons, double wide, 24' furnished, gas heat. $3750.
long. 1 866 6029 in Hopik in
Call 753 3016
or 753 0487 after 5 pm
WASH RACK man in clean sville after 6 pm,
up shop Call 753 7108 or 753 SNAPPER MOWER blades,
KIRM MOMITY
26", 28", 30", your choice.
6802
INVESTMENT
$5.99 each, Wallin Hardware,
1. SITUATIONS WANTED
Paris.
8
homes,
Mobile
I WOULD be interested in
picking
up and hauling
located at Riviera
concrete blocks or bricks for
SCIFFOLI WAGONS
Court, all now rented.
someone who wants them
removed from damaged or
Each on natural gas,
New, Sturdy, 24' long.
burned buildings Call 753
fully furnished, air
See Bob Nanney 107
3315,

46. AUTO.SSRV ICE
CAR BATTERIES, 24 month
guarentee. $22 88 36 moth
gbarentee, 80 amp, $26 99 60
month guarentee, 95 amp,
Wallin
Hardware,
$3699
Paris
FOUR, 15 X 8, 18 SPOKE
16' Starcraft Runabout
chrome wheels, 6 lug GM,
with 85 horsepower
like new 345 2696. .
Mercury motor. Has
Premium
TIRE SALE
grade, white wall, 4 ply
Dilly trailer. Call after
polyester with Road Hazard
4 p.m. 753-0588.
guarantee. A78X13, $21.39
and $1 72 FET, E78X14,
$25.63 and 52.20 FET, $3. SERVICES OFFERED
F78X14, $26.40 and 52,32
APPLIANCE
REPAIR
FE T , G78X14 or 15, 528.39 service, refrigeration and air
and $2.54 FET: -H78X14 or 15, conditioning. Bill Rollins,
$30.52 • and 52,76 FET; 753-0762.
1-78X15, $32.86 and $3.06 ADDITIONS, REPAIR work,
F ET. Wallin Hardware, circulating fireplaces,
Paris.
roofing, insurance work Call
49. USED CARS
Murray Remodeling, 753
5167.
197i, B 210 DATSUN, low
mileage, air, call 437 4622 BYARS BROTHERS & Son
after 6 pm.
General home remodeling,
1969 CAMARO. Can be seen framing, aluminum siding,
at Vickers Gas Station every gutters, and roofing. Call 1
night except Monday and 395 4967 or 1 3424895

$3. SERVICES OFFERED

GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
Sears continous gutters
installed
per
your
specifications
Cali Sears
753 2310 for free estimates
HUGH OUTLAND roofing,
excellent references, call
753 1486 between 7 am and
3 30 pm,ask for Shelley
HOUSEWORK
WANTED.
LOVE AT
Experienced, reliable, want
one or two days a week, $22
FIRST SITE
per day Call 247,5716,
Yes, you'll fall in love
HAULING GRAVEL,
conditioned,
un4th St. or Phone 753when you see this listing
sawdust, etc. 753 4120.
derpinned. Excellent
4937 or 753-1951 nights.
in Canterbury Estates.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
to
condition. Priced
Sears, save on these high
This home features 3
PLAN
heating and cooling bills.
T-1 LLER, 5 14P wiTti Briggs
bedrooms,
212
baths,
2
Call
Sears, 753.2310, for free
PROMOTIONAL
aAd Stratton engine. slain ,
car garage, redwood
estimates.
Cal 84-2430.
drive, 5209 99. Wallin Har
OPPORTINITY
dware, Paris.
INSULATION BLOWN in
deck, covered concrete
attics and walls. For free
This position offers a
TRACTOR BATTERIES, 24 28. MOB. HOME RENTS
patio, and cedar fenced
estimates call 753 7505 or 763month guarantee, 6 volt 173 TWO BEDROOM, 641 South,
opportunity
career
rear yard for privacy.
8277.
ammp, group 3 EH,$44.99, 12 $150. 753 8681.
through planned advolt, 110 amps, group 30 H,
Don't buy urttil you have
IT'S CLEAN UP time, Junk
COOLING
vancement
to
$44 99. Wallin Hardware, 29. HEATING S.
cars cluttering your yard and
seen this one. Priced at
air
used
sell
and
BUY
WE
Paris.
fields? Free pickup service.
management levels
conditioners. 753 1551 or 753
1i62,500 Phone 753-1222,
474-8854 or 527•1315.
WEED EATER, Model 500 or
and higher earnings.
9104
507, 539,99. Why pay that high
Kopperud
LANDSCAPING AND lawn
Realty.
Applicant must have
price when you can purchase 30. BUS. RENTALS
Care, by the job or contract
1974 Buick Regal, exhigh school diploma
Model 22011 RotoShear for THREE STALL shop for
for the entire season. Call
only $32.99. Wallin Hard. rent, 5200. 753-7108 or 753436 5570 after 5 pm. Free
and good driving
cellent condition, air,
Contractor
Thurman
ware, Paris.
6802.
estimates.
5 ACRES!!! A garden
consumer
record,
AM-FM
Svo.
Co.
radio,
also
1972
Insurance & Real Estate
WHEELBARROWS, S15.88, 32. APTS. FOR RENT
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
Specializing in removing
fruit
spot,
finance desirable, but $29.99,
trees,
a
Chevy
Impala in good
$39.99 AND $49.99. FOR RENT: new 2 bedroom
and gas installation, will dO
water from under houses
Souths,de Court Square
place for horses and
not essential. We offer
Wallin Haraware, Paris.
plumbing, heating and air
townhouse apartment All
iEngr. Work
conditioa. Call after 5,
Kentucky
Murray,
conditioning.
Call 753 7203.
refrigerator,
salary
starting
range,
23.
carpet,
good
cows, extra storage
a
EXTERMINATING
°acres
Sideoliks
753-9964. Must sell.
disposer,
dishwasher,
LAWN MOWERS, tillers;
753-4451
plus liberal employee
area
and
yes,
there's
a
Concrete Panes-washer and dryer hookup,
motorcycles,Datsunt
q111M1111111111111M1111111.11111
benefits. For inlovely custom built 3
central air. Call 753 7550.
Stem Dram Coot.
repaired at low, low 'prices.
44.
LOTS
FOR
SALE
FOR
SALE.
1975
Grand
appointment
terview
Economy
Repair Shop,
Ceecrete Carle & Getters BR home that comNICE FURNISHED apar
FOR SALE: 2 lots in Prix, sharp, everything on it
Hazel, KY. Call Larry
tment on N 188th Street call
call or write: Mr. Tom
•Quality Controled
pletes the package.
Baywood Vista subdivision, See at University Gulf, or
Crockarell,
492•8241.
6
pm
after
6855
753
Dullington, CIT Finanno.18 and no.19 on Lakeview call 753-5782„ oor after 5, 753
Contractors'
Special features inMOBILE HOME anchors,
TWO BEDROOM apartment,
Road. $2000 each. Otis L. 9828.
Wayne Johnston 489cial Services, 117 S.4th
underpinning, roofs sealed,
clude
spacious
available immediately. Call
rooms,
Irr,fessional Services
Ronald Kirks 436-2319
Ra ine.y, 403 Edge Ave., 1976 FORD ELITE, power,
patio
awnings,
St., 753-6702
and
753-4331.
With The Friendly Touch'
top quality craftValparaiso,
FL .32580. air., new tires, 28,000 miles,
aluminum
carports. Call
An Equal Opporturuty EmTelephone (904) 678-1396.
best offer. 753 8450 after 5:30: BACK HOE WORK, septic
manship,
central
Jack
heat
Glover,
753
1873
after
6
ployer
REDUCED! REDUO
FOR
RENT: House, 3
FOR SALE: 2 wooded lots FOR SALE: 19778 Datsun tanks, gravel and dirt pm.
and air and lots of
bedrooms, 2 baths, 1A miles
within three miles of city 8210, 4 speed, air, AM-FM hauling. 753.5808 or 753,5706. •
it's vacant
And
ED!
MITCHELL
BLACKTOP.
lilt
storage area. Minutes
from MSU. Water and
limits. Has city water. Call radio, low mileage, $4000. CAN'T GET those small jobs
PING, driveways and small
and ready for you!
mowing furnished. 753.6273.
753-1380 after 6 pm.
around the house or mobile jobs a speciality,
753-8780.
from town and offered
also Pat24. MISCELLANEOUS
Carpentry,
done?
This 3 bedroom, neat
home
35, FARMS FOR RENT
1973
FIREBIRD, VERY
ching and seal coating 753at only $63,900.
BATHTUBS, WHITE, 5'
plumbing, 1537.
painting,
lot.
extra
Ken
with
clean,
near
HOUSE
$2150.
FARM
Will
home
30
ACRES
trade.
OF
land, also a 6
1803 aluminum siding,
WOULD LIKE to buy a dozen steel, 364.99; Colors, $69.99.
patios,
College Farm Road.
"lake on Ledbetter Road, $50
foot Woods bushog 436 5818
WALK TO THE LAKE
laying hens-Call 436 2305
NEW LAwNmowEn shop
Economical gas heat,
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
small concrete jobs. Call 436
pper month For details call
1975
GRAND
located ,at Murray Sport
443
PRIX,
ACRES,
double 2562 alter 5 pm. "
STATELINE
from this rustic home
COMMODES, WHITE, 1 216 234 4383 or write C.F.
carpeted, large upblack
Marine
with
Center, 7188 S 4th.
road,
burgandy
New
Providence.
in$650
CHAIN SAW chains. .38" $39.99: Colors, $47.50. Wallin Waldrop, 18800 Whitney
Panorama
near
stairs bedroom. A
an acre, small house, good terior, power windows; AM CARPET CLEANING, at Street, Murray. Call 753 7400.
pitch for 16" bar, 310 59, 20" Hardware. Paris.
Prompt
rates.
reasonable
Road, Stringsville, 01.144136.
FM,
the
Fast
love
low, mileage, local car,
service.
Shores. You'll
water. A. Williams, Rt.8, Box
good investment on
bar, $11.99, 24" bar, 514.55 EARTHWAY
efficient service. Custom
PRECISION
517 LaCoste, 'Mobile, AL excellent shape, must sell. and
36. RENT OR LEASE
PAINTING OF all kinds,
heavily wooded lot, the
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Carpet Care. 489 2774.
See
Street.
garden seeder complete with
Sycamore
$2850.
Phone
753
649-3)14.
36608.
(205)
7765
or
see
for
rent,
TRAILER LOT
home or commercial. No job
GOOD USED air conditioner six plates, $30.9t Wallin located
CARPET CLEANING, free too small Also dry
first floor patio and the
This Today. Mid 20's.
in city limits, $20 per
40 ACRE FARM. 32 acres at 1627 Loch Lomond Drive.
wall
and black raspberry plants. Hardware, Paris.
estimates,
satisfied finishing
second
the
off
deck
moth 753.5228
tendable
general
land.
and
Good
7
room
Real
Majors
Boyd
753 4684.
references,
Vac
steam
Vibra
RAPID GRO, 8 oz., $1.39; 16
maintenance. Call Aurora
farm house, 3 out buildings,
level. 3 bedrooms and
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's Painting, 354
Estate,105 N. 12th St.
MARINE BATTERY. 36 oz., $2.19; 3201., $3.75; 5 lb.,
in good location. Call 437
8995.
Carpet Cleaning, 753 5827.
month 80 amp, $26.99; 60 17.775: 10 lb., $111.85. Wallin
2 baths, great room
Mini
4343.
ROOFING, NEW houses. ReGran Torino. Call
1972
month 115 amp, S.36.99. WWII!? Hardware, Paris.
ASPHALT roof, built
COMPLETE
Franklin
with
up roof, and
42 ACRES ABOUT 2 mites
Warehouse
Hardware, Paris,
753-9924 after 3:30 .m. maintenance paving, pat- trailer roof coating. Call 753RAPID SHARPENER for
north of Coldwater, good
fireplace plus formal
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom, 2
ching, also seal coating. Call 3310.
Storage Space
SKIL SAW sale model 538, precision saw chain filing,
bottom land, only $23,500 or
bath, living, dining, and 1970 MONTE
753 7148 or 753 9043. Located
dining area and big
529 99; model 574, 334 99, only $12.99 at Wallin Hard.
will trade for 3 bedroom
For Rent
WET
family room with fireplace, 492.8777
BASEMENT? We
at Murray Speedway, High
model 559. 354.99; model 552, ware, Paris
home in or near Murray
Ready for
kitchen.
make wet basements dry,
eat-in
kitchen,
gas
heat,
near
way 641 Not Murray.
253-4758
$66 69, model 553, 37299. STAINLESS STEEL kitchen
1978
CARLO
MONTE
Lan:
Also 23 acres about 5 miles
work completely guarenteed.
Murray High, 811 Doran
immediate showing.'
model 55.4, $79.99 Wallin sink, double compartment,
dau, excellent condition, air, CONCRETE & BLOCK work. Call or write Morgan Coneast on blacktop, good
Road. 753 84(15.
Hardware, Paris
47,500.
AM FM stereo tape, power Block garages, basements, struction Co., Route 2, Box
Asking
hole, self rimming, $29.99:. 37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
building
site,
all
fenced,
.
BY OWNER: 4 bedrooms, windows, power door locks, driveways, walks, patios,
$39.99, $49.99. Wallin Har16 HOME FURNISHINGS
sowed in permanent pasture,
Joke Smith, Realtor
baths, living room, dining cruise, tilt steering, 9,000 steps, free estimates. 753- 409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
BULLS FOR sale! Per
dware, Paris.
small lake. Only $25,000
call day or night, 1442 7026. .
room,
kitchen,
study, miles. 753-6471 anytime
formance tested half. thee. Galloway
5476.
Realty,
522
Main,
DST for sale_ quarters, seven eighths
SAW
WILL DO plumbing, heating
laundry, large family room
We ;uy, Se Or lrode
CARPENTERS
Murray;K Y. Phone 753.5842.
MERCURY
MARQUIS
Shoemaker lA umber Corn
with firepplace, heat pump,
and air conditioning, repairs
blood S immenta I and Maine
AVAILABLE,
work,
quality
wagon,
station
1975.
753-3248.
Used Furniture or Appens,. McKenzie, TN (9011) - Anjou bulls. Only
well insulated, 2 years old,
and remodeling around the
the very
realistic prices. Call thy home. 753
352 5777.
Gatesborough. 759-1149.
2211.
, best Performance bulls
plumces
estimates, 753 9987 after 4:30
26. TV-RADIO
Selected from over ,1,000
BY OWNER: Lovely three
-,- WILL
MOW
lawns.
pm.
Hodge & Son, Inc.
bedroom brick with garage
C.B. RADIO for sale. Cobra performance tested cows are
sExperienced,
mature,
CARPENTERS FRAMING
and paved, drive. Spacious
21 with Hustler antenna, being offered for sale.
dependable. Call 4928556.
1973 Cutlass Supreme,
or finish, no job too lar-ge br
fenced backyard. Priced in
good working condition Can Broadbent Farms, Cadiz, KY
small. Excellent references. WILL DO house cleaning.
good condition. Call
.30's. Call 753-9265.
be plugged - into cigarette 42211 Phone days,235-5182
Call 759.4567.
Call'759-1890.
ONE
BEDROOM suite, lighter. $40 Work • 753 9694,
759-4631.
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
BY OWNER, 8 room house,
WHITEWILL STAY with elderly
complete with springs and home
EWAYS
IV
OR
753-6331, ask for LABRADOR RETRIEVER,
partically
furnished, new
lady, $300 per month. Phone
mattress, one girls .bicycle, David.
bedroom suite, living room, 1972 MAVERICK, WITH air. rocked and graded, all size 527.9073.
full blooded, 10 months old,
one dinette suite with 8
pea gravel, free estimates
5600.
Also
a
color
t.v.,
new
$75,
WANTED
wood
RESPONSIBLE
stove,
kitchen
set,
femmale.
Best
offer.
chairs, one student desk and
345HAVE PROPERTY
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429 WILL PLOW and disk
captain's chairs on rollers, console. Call 492-8646.
one air conditioner Call 753 party to take up payments on 2696.
gardens. 753-1973 or 753.
TO SELL?
drapes,
25" color t.v. J & B Music, REGISTERED ST.
washer, 1971 MUSTANG GRANDIE, after 4 pm.
new
2972 after 5 pm.
Bernard
refrigerator, range, lot 100 x power steering, brakes, air, DO YOU need stumps 3413.
753 7575.
If youlle been thinking
puppies, 6 weeks old. 753removed from your yard or WILL BREAK and order
165, 316,000. Call 492-8850. automatic. Call 489-2187.
27. MOO.HOME SALES
5696.
of selling, why not give
land cleared of Stumps? We garden. Phone 753,1686.
No realtors please.
Wilson Real Estate is
1975 PONTIAC VENTURA,
FOR SALE: 1972 Toronado WHITE MALE Persian cat
remove stumps up to 24' .W1LL CLEAN houses and do
can
us a call? You'll receive
BY
OWNER:
Three 2 door, sharp with mag
12 X 50, 2 bedroom, gas heat, With papers. 753-9928 after 5
senior relocater brokers
the ground, leaving yardwork. Call 492 8857.
below
bedrooms, two full baths, wheels, good condition.
friendly, courteous
some furniture. Located Fox pm.
Ihg Savings on all cash
with American Society
living room, large den with Asking $2250. Call 759-1736 or only sawdust and chips. Call 56. FREE COLUMN
Meadows, 540001 7534950 41. PUBLIC
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
service and professional
SALES
sad oarry bows furfireplace, country kitchen, see at 407 S 4th St.
after 5 pm.
of Relocation Brokers
GOLDEN RETRIEVER, 1
RUMMAGE SALE by Ihetwo car garage, fenced 1973 PINTO, AUTOMA_TIC 753 9490 or Bob Kemp 435- year old-, has had all
advice. We have clients
nishings. Chock oft us
FOR SALE' 2 mobile home. Immanuel Lutheran
shots,
4343.
Association
Inc.
With
backyard,
central
Ladies,
gas
heat,
gentle
with children, would
and
waiting
air,
58,000 miles, good
One is a Stardust,68 X 12, has to be held
to purchase all
before yew bey.
at the Church, 15th
air. Shown by appointment condition, nice. 31075. 753- EXTERIOR AND interior make excellent hunting
nationwide
connections
3 bedrooms, 2 baths. Also a 11 Main, May 4th, 8
dog
types of real estate, so
painting, carpentry work
till Sand
only. Call 759,4503 after 5 pm. 8124.
753-5190.
LaSalle, 56 X 12, 2 bedrootIns May 5th,8 till
to help you in real
Corroway
3.
let us match a buyer to
FOR SALE by owner: 3 or 4 1977 SILVER CORVETTE, "bone, decks and porches built $7. WANTED
and 2 baths. For more in
and repaired, gutter cleaning
estate.
bedroom house, 1' 2 baths, 1 loaded. Call 435-4429.
formation call Mucray, 474- SEVEN FAMILY-Wed sale
Furniture
your property. Phone
installation,
small WANTED: ,HOUSE to rent
or
at Coldwater in the red barn
acres, 1000 gallon fuel tank.
8880.
Wilson
Wayne
at
plumbing, concrete walks, near campus Have excellent
USED
TRUCKS
50.
Kopperud Realty, 753beside the Church of Christ.
753
6764.
19171 GAS MOBILE home, 2 . Thursday
patios, and driveways also references Call after 5 Pm.
302 N. 12th St.
and Friday, 8 am
1222 anytime. We make
FOR SALE: Very nice older 1973 CHEVROLET VAN, done. Call 436 5570 after 5 PM 7516400.
bedroom, completely fur. till ,dark Oak
58,000, actual miles, new
wood stand,
Call
753-3263
close
to
house
town
or
and
on
nished, avacado--appliances, quilt
buying
for
free estimates.
and selling real
tops,
wANTEO: PERSONS inwoodcrafts,
beautiful lot. 3 bedrooms, 2, tires, one owner. Call 753conditioned,
un clothes,
KENMORE air
SEARS
060.
estate,
FOR ALL your lawn and terested in forming country
glassware,
easy
for
you!
baths,
large
kitchen.
753
refrigerator and heavy duty derpinning, extra nice. $4500. depression glass, dog irons,
rotk
band. 759.1799.
breaking,
needs;
• WATERFRONT
1970 EL CAMINO, V8, garden
LOTS: 3 6273.
washer and dryer All one Call 753-8177
fireplace glass doors, bed
automatic, power brakes, disking, mowing yard, call WANTED: GARDEN plot in
nice
NICELY
WOODED
very.,
iCve
acre
waterfront
FOR
lots
SALE
by
offar
owner:
3
10 X 55 TWO BEDROOM Spread, curtains,
Year old $400 or best
tables, homesites
Murray to tend in exchange
located
on With' gradual slope to the bedroom brick, close to Power steering, air, $1275. 492-8366 or (901) 247 5665.
759 1269,
used
trai4a.r.„, excellent excerciser, vibrator,- milk
for sharing vegetables Call
FOR ELECTRICAL
blacktop road near lake. Any water Over 150 feet of college, city school district, Phone 753.8780
condition, $3500. Located at cans, pictures, lamps.
753 6147
of these attractively priced waterfrontage. These are to economical gas heat. Large 1977 FORD RANGER 150 call Jerry Osbron, 753
lot 138 Rivera Trailer 'THREE
PARTY yard sale.
properties can be bought be sold as one. The three lots lot with trees, fenced back pickup, 4 wheel drive, air,
1975 FMC BOLE NS lawn and
Courts. 362 8793 or 753 7443. , Tuesday
afternoon and all
with a low down payment are listed at $25,000. The yard with outside stortSig-e. power
tractor, 14 hp
garden
power
brakes,
-hydrostatic with 47" deluxe 12 X 70 ALL ELECTRIC-7 day' Wednesday. Lots of
and the balance financed wow Shroat CO., 759-1707.
steering,_automa tic, tool box,
Call 753-2604.
over an extended period.
mower, tool bar with at bedroom; 2 bath, furnished furniture, glassware, and
11,500 miles, orre owner. 753
FOR SALE by owner
3
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
tachment, power lift, power trailer. Take over payments. more. 301 56th Street.
bedroom brick home with 2 8257.
1111 Sycamore-St., 753-0101,
take off, $1775 Phone 753 Call 753 6189 after 4 pm.
Ainley Auction I
P CJ -5, V8, 3 speed.
baths, fireplac-e, -format -49
9204.
1974, 12 X 70 TUF CO A REAL .bargain! Your;
living room and dining, 18000 actual miles, 54900. 1934
Realty
Sales
'.::04A-Akm._
•
SPRAYERS, 2 GALLON, MOBILE home, furnished, 2 decorate _brit% your oyvn
Ford picku, truck 327,
utility room, 2 car garage
1U41.1111111.11
51299; 3 gallon, • 513 99. bedrooms, 2 full baths, un paint brush and do your own
House has extra lot Located automatic, custom painted
.)er Realtor.
stainless steel, 3 gallon, derpinned with large porch, thing.
by
Jim Defew, 55000 Call
Maintenance
;ree
0m.
'raiser
.7
of Murray. Call
259
m1ileseast
329.99
Wallin Hardware, $7450 753 8260. Located at 215 aluminum siding., storm
759 4492.
.2986 479-37/ 1
Paris
Riveria Courts
Floored and ready. Up to 12 a 24. Also born style, of
doors and windows..,located
, ilton Tenn
COM
HOUSE FOR _sale by owner. 1968 JEEPSTER
on '2 acre m 1 and priced to
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U
2 Bedroom, complerely MANDER, 4 wheel drive
sell Call 753 1492...offered by
redecorated, in excellent 1970 Chevrolet pickup, V8
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
436 2400 after 4 pm.
neighborhood 753 3944.
Oosort From Fri.
a 60 Buy the best for less.'
NEW HOME, 3 bedrooms, 2 51. C.MPERS
Si til Sun. 2 p.m.
baths. For more details call APACHE POP-UP camper,
753-5167.
19'
awning,
extended,
system
water
TWO BEDROOM house for electric
electric
brake,s.
753 1702
sale by owner at 502 N 5th
ProleisLonal Sul it es
after 5 pm.
Street Can be seen by ap
With The Friendly Touch"
POintment. Call 753 3058 after CAMPER TOPPER for long
4 pm.
wheel
base
LOT THAT'S DIRT
for
sale„.
THREE 'BEDROOM, 2 Insulated. Call 474 2772.
Catch A Falling
CHEAP
.
.
.
baths,
yard, 1977 CHEVROLET BLAZER
fenced
Price Tag
Gatesborough Residefireplace, assumlltle VA Charter, 4 wheel drive
after
loan.
6 pm
753 3710
ntial Lot 120' wide, 200'
with
camper,
And ,move into this
stove,
Profi-csionat Servo es
Tetri-gerator, heater, sink,
deep on Gatesborough
neatly decorated 3 47. MOTORCYCLES
With The Friendl!,' Too,h"
four.
759-1027.
sleeps
Circle. City water arld
bedroom. 2 bath home 1976 HONDA MATte -750, 17' PHEONIX CAMPER,
SPACIOUS FAMILY
,excellent condition, new tires
sewers.
_self contained. Phone 753
Priced
is l'es• than a year and chain. Call-767 2348.
that
right
to
HOME. . . Start Your
8056.
sell quickly. Only
1973 HONDA 5030 -4-c-y4inder
Spring without being
ST'ARCRAFT' ,AND
Road
Call 436 2400 after 4 pm.
$5,500
So
Act
Now.
Dealer,
cramped in this 4
travel
excellent Wanger
1972
500,
HONDA
carpeted& ermopane condition, wil.Ptake. $625 498 trailozs, 5th wheels, and
Boyd Majors Real
bedroom B.V., located
windorid central
pintup: Both new and Used
Estate 105 N. 12th St.
at Kirksey. Living
Complete line, parts and
air
YZ,
500 accessories, hitches, brakes,
heat
for; only NEW 1979 250
room w/fireplace, forNEED A carefree 2 bedroom
like new, dressed
and lights, installed White's
$36,90e') Make your Yamaha,
home? Newly remodeled,
mal dining room, full
50 cc Ideljet, new Also a
Camper Sales, located East
completely carpeted, anc)
move today and be the 'camper 'for sale tot long 94
highway toward Ken
basement.
ONLY
brand new heating system,
proud owner of is me
$34,900. Boyd Majors
plus lots of extras. Located in
pm,
492
8856
0605
Can be yours today! This choice new listing reflects
home located in Kirksey
city
school
Real Estate, 105 N.
district, low
1978 750 SUZUKI with win
1969 15' SCOTTY CAMPING
phone
520's. Dial 753 1492 offered
a new attitude toward comfortable, convenient
community.
touring
cooler,
dshield,
oil
12th St.
trailer, sleeps 6, has 3 burner
by L or etta Jobs Realtors
family living with special emphasis on energy conseat, air shocks, louring stove, oven, 3 way lights
Kopperud Realty, 753handle bars, 4,000 miles 759
servation. Tri-level 3 bedroom, 2142 bath home has
water tank and ice box. Call
tiE itv,..VED IN? The open
1222. We are members
1027
489 2728 between and 4 pm
many quality features. Why not give us a chance t6 spaciousness of this one floor
Multple
of
Listing 19776 S-UZUK- 1-- 500, EX -TRAVEL TRAILER, located
Plan makes the kitchen,
describe them to you. Phone Kopperucl Realty, 753CELL ENT condition, low
in Ken Lake trailer park.
Servic,
Lining area, and living room
1222. Look for our new signs-everywhere!
mileage. $800 751 1911
Hiohwa'y 94, 100 yards from
Practically one large room
Lake Air -conditioned,
Krn
with
beamed cathedral
phone
gas ete(inc. ' -and
ceiling and indirect lighting
Phone 414 88-43.
The 3 bedrooms are in a quiet
SOu111 12111 41 Sycarnor;
',eparate wing ..add 1 14 bath
S2. BOATS &MOTORS
TELEPHONE ",310t,1
311{1 c,aillinow to see this very
MEP' CRUSE INBOARD
-loaw---an-Parttvtr itur -watt--outboard- motor. - c.otnplete,
cared for nonae.-7 5
invigron of At4p-s GiAteLService__
like nes.117. "Cr houseboat Itt
ust listed near Che
ibergtZlVs-*Mr:treater:. 759
Aabelr As.this Urge. ,jal
firZ-br

I

-

J&K

11111111111.N1

Purdom &

Kelley's Termite
& Pest
Control
,

For Salo

For Sale

We Install And
Service EverythingCa
We Sell At The
Stereo's

Nome
Stereo's

CUSTOWBUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

World of Sound

222 So. 12th

753-5865

INFLATION CAN help yob if
you
buy
This -income
producing property at 1901
Main Street 3 apartments
presently rented with main
house to live in or rent
Possible, realistic income
,ver $600 per month Listed
at 349,500 The Nelson Shroat
Co ,.759 1707

Restaurant, living
quarters and acre of
land for $39,500.00. All
equipment included to
open
your
own
business. Mobile home
hook-up in back:.

4
00
,6

•Western Cedar Fencing
We Give Free Estimates
300 Si 11th
Mum' Ky.

1'hone
753-8407

16'1978 MARK TWAIN, 162 T
rnmodel with 115 Mercury
Parisline low' ride trailer
759 1027
•
1976 PROCRAF T 15' bass
boat, 85 hp Mercury motor,
trailer, depth finder and
trollickg motor, 14,900 Like
new Call after 5 30 Pm, 753
1400

I'.( .t

Tilt" %tt RR

I

, K. • 1.11K;FR S. TIMES,Tuesaa) IA111

1. 1979

Deaths and Funerals I
Mrs. Filbeck Dies
Monday; Former
Funeral Director

-Funeral Is Today
At Chapel For
Taylor Irvin Owen

Stumping Toward May
lb. aro al lesisimil
*aver •••••.0
4--

. Mrs. Genoa Filbeck, sidow
of Fred
funeral

Filbeck, long time
director of Benton,

died Saturday at 10:30 .m. at
the Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.

Jesse

LeDqn

Chapel

of

the

Revs. Don

Association. Entombment will
follow
in
the
Briensburg
Cemetery Mausoleum.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to the
Marshall County School for
Exceptional Children.

271i WV
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4
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4 unc
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Wendys

of

Rex Owen, Puryear, Tenn.;

Hearing And Speech
Testing Scheduled
At Lourdes May 3
Students'and facility in the
of Communication

Division

Disorders

Murray

at

University

will

for

and
the

State

conduct
speech
National

Older American Health Fair
Day at Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah Thursday, May 3.
Sponsored by Lourdes and
Western Baptist Hospital, the
program from 8:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. has been planned as
a service to senior citizens
throughout

West Kentucky.
Blood pressure and cardiac
checks are among other

services to be available.
Involvement by Murray
State faculty and students is
part of the Environmental
Communication

Intervention

for the Aging project on the
campus, which is directed by
Debbie Carroll.

prices in its current catalog by
5 percent starting today, in a
move
to
comply
with
President

Carter's

inflation guidelines.

ficials met in Washington with
President Carter's Council on
Wage and Price Stability........
Sears officials said Monday
night they do not know how the
price cuts will affeet the
company's net income, which
last year was $922 million.
Catalog sales accounted for
about 20 percent of Sears' $18
billion in gross sales last year,
Sears - spokesman Ernest

Hog Market

Arms said.
Sears. which. has 866 retail
stores
and - almost 3,000
catalog outlets nationwide,

to limit nuclear weapons "it
-might verywell escalate into
a

also is working on ways to
reduce
retail
prices on
selected items across the

Other
consequences
of
Soviet -cheating, Carter said
Monday at a news conference,
might
include
U.S.

We Accept Visa
& Master Charge

same

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President • ('arter says Sen.
Edward
M.
Kennedy's

as those in the fallwinter book. said Bob Shoup,
another Sears spokesman.

criticism of administration oil
However, customers buying
items marked up more than 5 .policies is a lot of baloney, but
the senator says he'll still
percent in the latest catalog
back
Carter in
still would pay more than in
the 1980
not

Massachusetts Democrat said
Monday shortly-,after Carter
called Kennedy's criticism of

least until July, Arms said.
Customers who- call in orders'
will

find

Carter
'Vice

the

5

percent

telephoned

President

the

administration's
oil
policies "a lot of baloney."

Sears

Charles

swing through Murray, Brown

Journalism-

on the
High

campus..
school

teachers

will

students
have

the

educators

professionals

in

and
opand

journalism

and broadcasting in sessions
from 8 a.m. to 3:30
Work sessions will include

standby

showed Sears to be out-of-line
with the 4 'percent profit

gasoline

rationing
plan is "imperative" for the
nation's energy future, ap-

margin under the wage and
price guidelines. ('arter ap-

pears ready to reverse itself
and support the proposal. The
effectiveness •
of
the

pealed

to the compare. t6 take
some action to move in line

president's appeal — .made in
nationally- televised news

with the national-standards

a

Meyer and Sears President
Edward R. Telling went to

conference — was being put to
the test today as the panel met

announced that it would slash
prices.

officiälisaid

--pr.

of

its kind that they are aware of,
but

they

Sale

$875

Flat Latex

Enamel Latex

;1100
Reg.110.00 & $12.75

editing, photography,
, feature
column writing, sports

serve

inflation

guidelines.

announced

Marshall Ootuity coordinator
for his campaign. Mrs. Wood
is married to Joett Wood and

Robert
of

Bill

and

associate

director

named

to

Landoll
head

has
the

been
Terry

Sears

A disco
called

"Saturday_Night Fiedler" and
• _
a. special. tune built on the
notes. ."A" and "F" and
evoking
the
"jestful
buoyancy" of the Boston Pops
Orchestra highlight tonight's
concert marking the start of
Arthur Fiedler's 50th year of
directing the Pops. Tlae event
is a personal victory for
Fiedler, for it is to be his first
full-length
performance
in

and

MAINTAINING THE
OPEN-DOOR POLICY

the

of

were

reluctant to
comment on whether other
catalog retailers might follou

the University of California at
Berkeley, will be at Murray
State University for a lecture
and workshop May 2-3.
He will discuss his research
and development activities at

Livestock Market
LIJUISVI LLE, K y • AP ,
1..Sb4
Estimated receipts cattle1 and calves
feeders 65 percent: represented slaughter
classes steady, feeders steady to 2- 71
higtrr .
•
Slaughter steers c#106ce 1-4 965-1330 lb
74 0670 80, crated good and choice 2-3 ir
1175 lb 71 00-74 44. good 1-3 111:61206
61 1670 00 slaughter heifers silted
and choice 2-4 6061060 lb al 00-71 25
#•,. •
3-49001990 lb 40 0046 00, slausitter
commercial 3-5 56 0040 00. utility 1.2 g, 00
9090, high dressing Individuals Cjt
0400, cutter 1-2 46 OM X. canner
are
cutter undner 800 lb 1513040 00. ilaught,
bulk yield grebe 1 1345-1415 lb twl:•#.4.:-.
00 carcase boning percent 730074 21
grade 13 1150-1160 lb incbcatir„
percent 6700-7150. slaughter 'al
yealers choice 130303 lb venire.
112.80, Melee 300400 lb ashes 96'i. •
feeder steers (talc, 270-300
140 OD. 325400 lb 100 03130 00 #004.4
91 06115 00, 1004130 lb $00103 50 se.
lb 9" 0611 50. 1004385 lb 78 5044 12
geed rod e9losee416441111#*4111-6r
500 lb 86 MU 00. 506700 lb
few 200410 lb 70 0074 08 good yg.
72 0310 00. 500700 lb 68 03711 CPC • .
choice'2105-400 lb 90 06102 10 er.
16111 00. 900.005 lb 00 0040 SO
good and rhowe 303-500 is 90
7116 lb 71 0682 00. good 350425
9690
Hogs 900, barrows and gilt,
with Monday's late Vide. 5, •
early Monday. 1/S1-2110-245 .1 i. •
No 2 206280 lb 44 00-45 50 2 •
44 30-411 Ilk a fee No 3 7#1..s.rs
43 70. sow, steeds LIS 1.2 IMO
4190 450-575 th 41 0442
,•
No I 3013430 lb 36 0030 00
11 19 0040 00.
Shesp- 31. *tilted oflociori Sow,
.i7e099tetiktilt WIMP

7 p.m. on Wednesday, May 2,
:

in the auditorium of Mason
and
meet
with
a
Hall
workshop on Science Tea,ching
and the Development of
Reasoning in Roy Stewart
stadium

Thursday

on

mor-

ning. May 3.
His visit to the campus is
sponsored by the Integrated
_Science- Math - Education

prOject, a

National Science

Faundation-funded

program

Dr. Robert

Ka rpl us

Project,'which
materials for

workshop
focusing on the application of
patterns of reasoning to the

for the preparation of undergraduate elementary

teaching process

education

students

open
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thouse before addressing the
Rotary' Club at a
luncheon meeting at noon at
Paducah
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Union (.'arbide in Paducah and
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THIRD WORLD HUNGER DINNER was held Saturday. April 28, at the First Christian Church. Member
s of the panel
were, left to right, aated, Dr. Dan Cook, professor of geography at Murray State
University, the Rev. R. L
Rabatin,
minister, First Presbyterian Church, Keith Brown, graduate student in economics at Murray
State, Joann Harmon
state nutritionist, standing Margaret Porter, Bread for the World Chapter president, and Bill
Phillips, local attorney
and moderator for the panel discussion on 'World and Local Hunger Issues.' A bill(HR-2705) recently introduced
in
Congress which would improve the Food for Peace program was discussed and
25 persons are sending letters
urging that the bill be passed, a spokesman said. Those attending drew straws lo see at what
meal they would be
served. Meals were representative of the United States and Canada in North America,
the Netherlands in Europe,
Argentina in Latin America, Nigeria in Africa, and Vietnam in Asia.
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